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Liberal Stalinist

I could not have been the only
Weekly Worker reader to have
breathed a sigh of relief when
a week went by without having
an article by Daniel Lazare,
the editors’ favourite liberal
Stalinist. Unfortunately, last week
Lazare came back with another
article, this time on his two
favourite bugbears, ‘fascism’ and
‘constitutionalism’ (‘Texas and the
F-word’, June 10). I have suffered
through Lazare’s articles for some
time now, but this one certainly
takes the cake for its total embrace
of liberal ideology and disregard
for reality.
Lazare never defines ‘fascism’.
Whatever one thinks of Jack
Conrad’s analysis of it, Lazare
offers no coherent understanding
of the term. He invokes cowboys,
the Mexican border, voting,
abortion and guns in a bizarre
attempt to argue that there is a novel
fascist threat in America. Nowhere
does he elaborate upon or even
acknowledge how any of this is
fascism now, but was not fascism
when it came to the fore decades
ago. Anyone reading between the
lines of Lazare’s argument can
see that he is simply following
the liberal understanding of
fascism, where any kind of racist
militarism magically becomes
fascism, even when it lacks any
of the fundamental components
of a fascist movement, such as
corporatism.
Nor does Lazare say what he
means by ‘constitutionalism’.
What do the Texas abortion
restrictions have to do with that?

Lazare never says. He seems to
insinuate that, because Texas
legislators perhaps occasionally
invoke the constitution in political
statements, and live under a
federal government that is based
on a constitution, everything
they do must arise out of the US
constitution. Such reasoning is
what runs through his other pieces
railing against what he perceives
to be ‘constitutionalism’.
This is not even a liberal
understanding, but a completely
nonsensical one. It doesn’t take
a Marxist to realise that the
constitution - a piece of paper that
contains some vague laws - does
not govern all affairs in American
society. This would be the worst
kind of idealism and something so
nonsensical that calling it liberal
would be unfair to liberals.
In
reality,
constitutional
provisions have always taken on
whatever meaning is politically
expedient at the time. Thus,
despite the fourth amendment
guaranteeing the right of the people
against unreasonable government
searches, Congress passed the
Patriot Act and has continued
to fund a mass surveillance
state, all without even a hint of
constitutional restriction. So too
was Obama able to assassinate
US citizens despite the fifth
amendment right to due process
of law before any deprivation of
life by the government. Such basic
facts are not relevant to Lazare,
because he needs to tie every
problem in American society to a
nonexistent constitutionalism.
The factual problems with
Lazare’s arguments are staggering.
He speaks of a “real” constitution,
which just so happens to contain
everything that he despises. The
liberal justices have thus always
been wrong and the Originalists
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have always been right, in
Lazare’s mind. He claims that
the second amendment “outlines
a sweeping right to bear arms, as
growing numbers of constitutional
scholars have come to recognise”.
(The reader cannot help but laugh,
when the only references Lazare
makes to support this claim are a
law review article from 1989 and
one of his own Jacobin articles.)
Anyone capable of common
sense can see that the second
amendment is not the reason for
America’s gun epidemic. The
second amendment didn’t infuse
gun manufacturers with the power
to make high-powered guns
available on the consumer market.
Nor did it prevent Congress from
passing legislation restricting gun
ownership. This is because the
second amendment, like the rest
of the constitution, is not some
supernatural document with the
ability to control the actions of all
politicians in the country. It takes
on whatever meaning is politically
expedient for the dominant
political faction.
Until 2008, the Supreme Court
and the majority of lower courts
always examined individual gun
ownership against the particular
gun’s necessity to a well regulated
militia. In other words, existing
legal precedent allowed regulation
of the types of guns that could be
sold to individuals. If Congress
had wanted to ban certain types of
guns from being sold in interstate
commerce, it could have done so.
Whether the Supreme Court would
have struck down such legislation
as unconstitutional has nothing
to do with the text of the second
amendment. In a 5-4 decision a
single justice’s interpretation of
the amendment would decide the
legal meaning of the amendment
one way or the other. Lazare
does not seem to grasp this
basic aspect of judicial decisionmaking, instead believing that the
constitution has a divine, ideal
existence apart from the reality of
mere mortals.
A Marxist with any sense can
see how idiotic Lazare’s arguments
are. They start from a particularly
flawed, idealist premise that
posits that ideas - such as
constitutionalism - move history,
and not human beings. This is
about as far from materialism as
it gets. Why such nonsense has to
occupy a column in every week’s
issue is beyond comprehension.
Unfortunately, I suspect that we
will see many more of Lazare’s
liberal diatribes in issues to come.
David M Rossetti
email

Social con-trick

I read with interest David
Douglass’s review of ‘Thatcher
vs the miners: the battle for
Britain’ (‘Story built on lies’,
June 3), because I’d recorded the
programme myself to watch it
later. It was as bad as Douglass
writes - though one wouldn’t
expect much from Channel 5.
It’s best to watch it in bits, by the
way, as it is rather depressing,
frustrating and conducive to anger.
As Douglass also says, “It is now
37 years since the miners’ Great
Strike; a whole new generation
has arrived who are largely
ignorant of what happened and
why it is important.” One might
suspect that Channel 5 needed that
passage of time to even attempt
to get away with what they did.
The overall picture given was of
a strong, determined, steely-eyed
Margaret Thatcher, who didn’t
put a foot wrong, versus a hapless

Arthur Scargill, who didn’t put a
foot right.
There was a group of
commentators - smug Tory scum
would cover it, I guess - bigging
her up: her strength, her judgment,
her tenacity and all the rest of
it. There were a few, like Dave
Douglass, some miners’ wives
and others, who had a lesser role
- is that balance? The forces of
the state were on one side and the
miners on the other, but the latter
were just bit-players in the whole
drama.
Dave Douglass covered it well,
but I would just like to add a couple
of points that struck me. The
early part of the programme was
supposed to give ‘background’
and ‘history’ and so they covered
the miners’ strikes of the 70s
along with a brief overview of the
industrial unrest of that decade.
However, the story given was
that trade unions, and especially
miners, were fighting for ‘higher
wages’.
As I remember it, following
Nixon’s removal of the dollar from
the gold standard and the ‘oil price
shocks’ of 1973 and 1979, they
were actually fighting to try and
maintain their standard of living.
Inflation went to over 20% and
workers didn’t see why they should
pay for it. In 1979 Callaghan tried
to enforce a new ‘social contract’
that would hold wages and (just to
be fair) dividends down to try and
control inflation.
It was immediately dubbed
‘the social con-trick’ by the left
and, among other things, it was
pointed out that dividends being
held meant that share prices would
go up due to the extra retained
revenue. When Thatcher came in
(cue angelic pics on Channel 5) her
government drove inflation further
through the roof and to ‘cure’ that
pushed unemployment to over
three million and accelerated the
de-industrialisation that we suffer
now.
Another notable aspect of the
programme was the glee with
which Neil Kinnock greeted any
and all setbacks to the miners,
which he and the programme put
down to Scargill’s ‘extraordinarily
poor leadership’. Kinnock’s been
waiting for years for this chance.
He thoroughly deserved to lose
the 1992 general election and
to be mostly remembered as the
bloke that nearly fell into the sea
at Brighton all those years ago.
Bernard Mattson
email

Essence appears

Former Revolutionary Workers
Party central committee member
David John Douglass argues
that, on the basis of Marxism and
dialectics, what Juan Posadas
said about extraterrestrials being
necessarily communist because
of their advanced technology is a
reasonable proposition (Letters,
June 10).
In fact, the Posadas argument,
to say the least, was rather naive.
The ‘UFO’ debate polarises into
two camps: the open-minded
versus closed-minded individuals
- the latter represented by people
like Paul Demarty, whose thinking
seems to rarely go beyond
mainstream academia. Since the
latter often dominate, because
they represent mainstream views,
the arguments of Posadas were not
subjected to any serious scrutiny
by the wider left, who keep away
from the issue because they fear
the ridicule factor, deployed by
people like Demarty to shut down
any debate.

Sightings of UFOs happen
all over the world and I am far
from convinced that those behind
the phenomenon are all benign.
It goes back thousands of years
into prehistory, which Demarty is
probably unaware of, and was the
source of all the main religions,
like Christianity - with its ‘god
making man in his own image’
narrative, and so on - that plague
the human mind, while religious
people continue to be unaware of
who these ‘gods’ really were.
More open-minded researchers,
who have gone beyond mainstream
academia and delved into the
prehistoric origins of homo
sapiens in southern Africa, have a
different story to tell. For instance,
Zecharia Sitchin, who studied at
the London School of Economics,
wrote his best seller, The 12th
planet, based on his interpretation
of ancient Sumerian text, which
clearly reveals that humans were
genetically
engineered
from
homo erectus into homo sapiens
as slave-workers for the aliens,
referred to as ‘the Anunnaki’.
The term ‘Anunnaki’ means, in
modern English, ‘those who came
from the heavens (ie, space) to
earth’. Religionists, establishment
academics and other mainstream
thinkers have claimed that Sitchin
has misinterpreted Sumerian text,
but, the more they knock him, the
more he is confirmed by modern
science and astronomy.
For instance, on the basis
of his interpretation of ancient
Sumerian text, Sitchin predicted
back in 1976 that another planet in
our solar system would be found
beyond Pluto with a huge elliptical
orbit. In 2016, astronomers at the
California Institute of Technology
found the gravitational fingerprint
of another planet, 5,000 times
the mass of Pluto, on the outer
fringes of the solar system with an
elliptical orbit. This is precisely
what Sitchin predicted, but on
this amazing development in
astronomy the closed-minded
and the anti-Sitchinites remain
silent. The astronomers are calling
this new planet a gas giant, but
they wouldn’t know this by its
gravitational evidence alone. The
scientist and researcher, Michael
Tellinger, confirms the general
validity of Sitchin’s interpretation
of ancient Sumerian text in his
book, Slave species of the gods the secret history of the Anunnaki
and their mission on earth.
I am not suggesting that Sitchin
is infallible, but he is closer to the
truth than his detractors and the
closed-minded, and he has had too
many hits to not take seriously.
What we can be certain of is that
the deep state knows more about
the extraterrestrial, and innerterrestrial, phenomena than they
are letting on. All the evidence
suggests, at least from an open
minded perspective, that we are
not alone in this solar system, the
truth of which organizations like
Nasa must be well apprised.
The point of all this is to
warn against the naive Posadas
view that those behind the UFO
phenomena - whose existence have
been confirmed by astronauts and
pilots, both military and civilian,
and others - are automatically
benign. To draw such a view
from Marxist dialectics is
unwarranted. What we can draw
from dialectics though is that, in
Hegelian dialectics, regarding
the relationship between essence
and appearance, sooner or later,
essence must appear - meaning in
this case, that the secret activity
of ‘UFOs’ related to this planet
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and its connection to humans will
eventually be uncovered.
Tony Clark
Campaign for Democratic Socialism

Uncle Sam

I really must comment on Hannu
Reime’s letter (May 20). He
concedes that the intervention
of Iran and Russia in 2015
saved Syria’s president, Bashar
al‑Assad, and that the USA was
so “interested” that it “gave arms
and material support to the rebels,
some of it through Saudi Arabia”,
while “Turkey and Qatar also
aided anti-Assadists”.
He then goes on to assure us
that good old Uncle Sam is not
such a bad guy after all, because
the US had not “actively sought
to overthrow Assad” and “Syria
has been torn apart by geopolitical
gangster wars”. Well done for
that gangster theory of the global
class struggle. Never mind
analysing US imperialism as the
global hegemonic power, with
its transnational corporations and
Wall Street financiers - there are
other gangsters just as bad if not
worse actively fighting in Syria.
This is simply Judaeo-Christian
moralism and certainly not a
Marxist approach at all.
Gerry Downing
Socialist Fight

Left populists

What went wrong for the left in
Europe - and can they make a
comeback? That’s the subject of a
critical debate to be held by Labour
Party activists later this month.
Around five years ago it looked
like left grassroots movements
were set to take Europe by
storm. Jeremy Corbyn in Britain,
Podemos in Spain, Syriza in
Greece - politicians of the radical
left were drawing huge crowds
across the continent. Corbyn’s
Labour became the biggest
political party in Europe. Podemos
pioneered new ways of harnessing
the energy of local communities.
People power was the order of the
day.
But now things look very
different. Politicians of the right,
like Boris Johnson and Donald
Trump, seem to have hijacked the
populist cause
This meeting will explore what
happened and the potential for

things to change again. The main
speaker will be Marina Prentoulis,
associate professor in politics and
media at the University of East
Anglia, who was once known as
the UK face of the Greek Syriza
Party. She has a new book out, Left
populism in Europe: lessons from
Jeremy Corbyn to Podemos.
The meeting is being held by the
Labour In Exile Network (LIEN)
group of Labour Party members,
many of whom claim to have been
unfairly suspended or expelled
by Keir Starmer for their support
of Jeremy Corbyn. As one of the
founder members of LIEN, and the
suspended chair of South Thanet
Labour Party, I believe the ending
of the Covid crisis will see the left
rise again.
The lockdown has stopped
grassroots movements making
their voices heard. The people
who would be out on the streets
protesting against the social
injustices are the same people
staying in to stop the virus
spreading. But, as soon as it is safe,
we will be out there, in numbers
bigger than ever before, forcing a
new approach to health, housing
and jobs.
I believe this will mean radical
change for the Labour Party
too. Just when we need a radical
approach to deal with the problems
Covid has brought, Keir Starmer
seems to be taking the party in the
opposite direction. But ordinary
members will not accept this - and
one of the critical things we will be
discussing at our meeting is how
we take the party apart and build
it anew to face the post-Covid
challenge.
The meeting is on Tuesday June
22 at 7pm.
Norman Thomas
LIEN

Depressing

I am enjoying reading the Weekly
Worker hard copy now that printing
has been resumed. However, I did
find the articles on Israel, Turkey,
and the USA very depressing last
week. Perhaps the authors of these
articles can, in future, include
references to the developing left
in these countries, no matter how
small?
But I did enjoy reading the
articles by Derek James and Paul
Demarty about education and the

Fighting fund
T

Feel free!

here are two things that
have really pleased us here
at the Weekly Worker since we
resumed printing two weeks
ago: first, the surge in new
subscribers, which means that
we are already above prepandemic levels; and, second,
the increase in the number of
donations to our fighting fund.
Pride of place when it
comes to the latter goes to
comrade JC, who made a bank
transfer for no less than £100!
Then there were three standing
orders from comrades KB,
PB and TR, which totalled a
fantastic £270. On top of that
three comrades chose to donate
exactly £50 by PayPal - thanks
very much to RL, SB and MF.
Finally US comrade PM came
up with his usual £25, also via
PayPal.
So that’s an extra £545
that came our way over the
last week, taking our running
total up to £1,247. But don’t
forget that the monthly target
is £2,000, so, as I write, we

have exactly two weeks left
to raise another £753. And, of
course, it’s very important that
we get there in June, precisely
because our costs have shot up
now we’re printing and posting
again.
Of course, you’re more than
welcome to read us online
at no cost, but if you fancy
getting the printed paper in
your hands, you only have to
pay £5 per month via PayPal
for the privilege (just £4 if you
set up a standing order via your
bank account: it’s sort code
30-99-94; account number
00744310).
But a good proportion of our
subscribers add more than a few
pounds over and above those
prices - in that way their initials
get featured in this column!
Feel free to join them! l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

Labour Party, respectively. Both
articles have one thing in common
- perspectives for Britain postCovid. As I have written before,
Tony Blair, like Tito in Yugoslavia,
must have been an ‘unconscious
Trotskyist’ when he came up with
the idea of getting 50% of school
and college leavers into university.
Generally speaking, university
graduates are on the left. This
contrasts with the politically
backward blue-collar workers, who
have recently voted in rightwingers
as the new general secretaries
of Unison and the GMB union.
Things can only get worse, if as seems highly likely - Gerald
‘Gerry’ Coyne is voted in as the
new general secretary of Unite. In
reference to the Unison and GMB
results, the Blairites are saying,
‘Two down, one to go’.
As Paul Demarty concludes,
with the election of Gerry Coyne,
the way will be open for the
delabourisation of Labour. Rather
than the Americanisation of
British politics we will actually
be witnessing its Italianisation.
Following the collapse of the
Berlin Wall and the Soviet Union
in 1989-91, the Italian Communist
Party changed its name - first to
the Democratic Left, and then
to the Democrats. Labour could
actually go through ‘Progressive
Democrats’ to just ‘Democrats’.
On May 6 Labour’s candidate
Nik Johnson was elected as the new
metro mayor of Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough. ‘Dr Nik’ has
now recently nominated a Tory
as his deputy. This state of affairs
has come about because Johnson
was only elected on the basis of
Lib Dems and Greens giving their
second preference votes to him. So
upset are the Tories, both locally
and nationally, at the result in
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
that home secretary Priti Patel
is planning to replace secondpreference voting with ‘first past
the post’ for all mayoral elections.
So desperate are the activists in
the Labour Party in Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough to not ‘rock the
boat’ that there has not been a squeak
in opposition to Dr Nik nominating
a Tory as his deputy. All this fits in
with the delabourisation of Labour
and its change into a party similar
to the Italian Democrats. The trade
unions in Britain, just like in Italy,
will become non-political under
rightwing leadership.
In contrast to Hillel Ticktin in
his recent talk to the Communist
Forum, I believe that the world
economy is now entering an era
of deflation. This explains why
Joe Biden can come out in support
of Keynesian economic policies,
because inflation is not a threat
any more. However, in the short
term we will witness a rapidly
expanding post-Covid economy. In
my analysis, this will bring a rapid
rise in interest rates, leading to a
deep slump in two to three years’
time.
This is why I expect Boris
Johnson to hold a snap general
election on the first Thursday in
May 2022. If he waits any longer,
the post-Covid economic bounce
could be over. A general election
next May will see a landslide for
Boris of 1997 proportions, but this
time in favour of the Tories. Labour
will be reduced to fewer than 150
seats. Andy Burnham will then
replace Sir Keir Starmer as Labour
leader. Whatever the result next
May, there are 22 ‘red wall’ seats
that have yet to fall to the Tories.
Next May we will see Yvette
Cooper and Ed Miliband lose their
seats there - a fitting end to their
parliamentary careers.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

ACTION

National Shop Stewards Network

Sunday June 20, 11am: Online conference. Includes keeping
workplaces safe and fighting ‘fire and rehire’, the public-sector pay
freeze and Johnson’s attack on our right to protest, strike and picket, as
well as stopping union victimisation.
Zoom registration: us02web.zoom.us/j/83931358284.
Organised by National Shop Stewards Network:
www.facebook.com/events/325417968924174.

Anthropology of Robert Burns

Tuesday June 22, 6.30pm: Online talk presented by Tam Dean Burn.
An exploration of Burns’s poetry, song and ideas from the era of late
18th century revolutionary romanticism.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group - register at
radicalanthropologygroup.org/evening-talks.

Rise of fascism: Italy and Germany 1918-33
Thursday June 24, 6pm: Weekly online political education series.
Organised by Labour Left Alliance:
www.facebook.com/events/211467213892082.

Restore Bristol NW CLP to members’ control

Friday June 25, 11am: Protest at Labour Party South West Regional
Office, Unit 8, Bradley Pavilions, Pear Tree Road, Bristol BS32. Bristol
NW CLP has been taken over by party bureaucrats, with the chair and
secretary suspended on bogus grounds, along with 20 other officers
across the region.
Organised by Labour In Exile Network:
www.facebook.com/events/213666560601530

After Covid - demand a new normal

Saturday June 26, 12 noon: National demonstration against the
Tory government. Assemble Portland Place, London W1 and march
to Parliament Square. Demands include: Renationalise key industries.
Decent housing for all. No Tory crony corruption. Properly funded,
fully publicly owned NHS. Keep the market out of education. A green
new deal. Safe workplaces, save jobs. End ‘fire and rehire’. Fully
funded social care. Kill the Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill.
Organised by Peoples Assembly:
www.facebook.com/events/1014040739128410.

Bust the transport pay freeze

Friday July 2, 6pm: Public meeting, Maldon Hotel, Newgate Street,
Newcastle NE1. Defend rail services and jobs. Speakers include RMT
general secretary Mick Lynch and Laura Pidcock (Peoples Assembly).
Organised by RMT Newcastle Rail and Catering Branch:
twitter.com/RMTNRC.

NHS birthday protests

Saturday July 3: Demonstrations demanding NHS pay justice, patient
safety and an end to privatisation.
London: Assemble 12 noon, University College Hospital, Gower
Street, London NW1. March to Parliament Square.
Organised by NHS Workers Say NO to Public Sector Pay Inequality:
www.facebook.com/events/530053088180070.
Ipswich: Assemble 11am, Christchurch Park, Fonnereau Road,
Ipswich IP1. Organised by Suffolk NHS Pay Justice Hub:
www.facebook.com/events/681633979296062.
Brighton: Free party from 2pm, The Level, Lewes Road, Brighton BN2.
Organised by Sussex Defend the NHS:
www.facebook.com/events/236180167911598.
Bristol: Assemble 11am, College Green, Bristol BS1. March to Castle
Park. Organised by NHS Workers Say NO Bristol:
www.facebook.com/events/514479356360452.
Colchester: Assemble 12 noon, St Botolph’s Priory, Colchester CO2.
Organised by Essex NHS Workers Say NO!:
www.facebook.com/events/379322786834903.
Leicester: Assemble 1pm, Nelson Mandela Park, Welford Road,
Leicester LE1. March into the city centre.
Organised by Save Our NHS Leicestershire:
www.facebook.com/events/896810170914645.
Sheffield: Assemble 12 noon, Barker’s Pool, Sheffield S1.
Organised by Sheffield-NHS Workers Say NO:
www.facebook.com/events/1735005510012776.

Lift all Labour expulsions and suspensions

Tuesday July 20, 12 noon: Lobby the Labour Party’s NEC meeting,
Party HQ, 105 Victoria Street, London SW1. Restore the whip to
Jeremy Corbyn; restore all suspended CLPs; restore party democracy.
Organised by Labour In Exile Network:
www.facebook.com/LabourInExileNetwork.

Online Communist University

Saturday August 14 to Sunday August 22: Online school of Marxism.
The Weekly Worker goes live for a week, with lots of time for genuine
debate and discussion. Timetable and registration available soon.
Speakers this year include: Anne McShane, Kevin Bean, Jack Conrad,
Paul Demarty, Mike Macnair, Yassamine Mather, Lawrence Parker,
Sandy McBurney, Marc Mulholland, David Broder, Chris Knight,
Moshé Machover, Hillel Ticktin, Daniel Lazare, Ian Wright, Lars T Lih,
Tina Werkmann and Tony Greenstein.
Organised by Communist Party of Great Britain and Labour Party
Marxists: communistuniversity.uk.

Wigan Diggers Festival

Saturday September 11, 11am to 9.30pm: Open-air free festival, The
Wiend, Wigan WN1. Commemorating Gerrard Winstanley and the 17th
Century Diggers movement with music and political stalls.
Organised by Wigan Diggers Festival:
www.facebook.com/WiganDiggersFestival.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s name
and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your will.
If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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SPORT

Lots of grassy knees
Is the English football team in the grip of a Marxist conspiracy? Paul Demarty considers the ‘taking the
knee’ controversy

W

ith the 2020 Euro finals
underway, a mere year late,
the most gripping drama so
far has been of a most unwelcome sort
- the on-pitch cardiac arrest of Danish
midfielder Christian Eriksen, which
interrupted a sort of Scandinavian
derby against Finland for several
hours.
And - although, of course, we do
not wish a heart attack on anyone there was at least something cheering
about the response in the ground.
The players immediately attended
to Eriksen, screening him off. The
Finnish fans joined the Danes in
chants in Eriksen’s honour. The
game stayed stopped until it was
confirmed Eriksen had regained
consciousness (a protocol which has
not always been followed in such
circumstances). In the end, when
play was resumed, the Finns took
home the points, but had the grace
not to gloat over what was, for these
minnows, a historic result.
However, this article is not about
the Danish international team, but the
English. We start with our northern
cousins to make the point that there is
always a strange, distorting influence
between us and football, which
consists of the endless chattering
of the media and its insistence on
flattening the game into the prevailing
hobby horses of the moment. It seems
to take a heart attack - or previously
a failed coup like the European Super
League - to show us what is always
there: the partisanship of fans for the
game and their concern for its players
and its honour.
Certainly one thing will not do that
at the moment: the increasingly silly
controversy over ‘taking the knee’.
The gesture was adopted widely
in the English league, when play
resumed after the first lockdown in
empty stadiums and in the wake of
chaotic mass protests in the United
States over police murders of random
black citizens. The ‘Black Lives
Matter’ slogan appeared on shirt
sleeves. A rather meagre attempt on
the part of the right to Israel-bait the
gesture (did the Football Association
not know that BLM in the UK backed
boycott, divestment and sanctions,
and therefore was basically the
same thing as Julius Streicher?) was
easily batted aside at a moment when
the entire corporate world became
feverishly woke. The players - largely
from working class origins (where the
police are not necessarily well loved),
and disproportionately black, to boot
- were on board; the FA and Premier
League PR people were on board;
this united front easily faced down
culture-warrior crotchetiness.
Of course, now we have the fans
back - or some of them, anyway.
And since that has been the case, the
booing of the gesture, which in an
empty stadium had almost the feel of
a minute’s silence, has been common.
With the pre-tournament friendlies
in the last few weeks, things came
to a head. The English players took
the knee before their game against
Austria, and immediately boos
came from sections of the crowd
at Sunderland’s Stadium of Light,
causing great scandal.
That was not the whole story, as
anyone who watched the (dreadful)
game will have noticed. No sooner
had the boos started than clapping
came from everywhere else. In
England’s first tournament game - a
narrow win over Croatia - the same

England does it, Wales does it, France and even little Belgium
does it
story played out, except if anything
more dramatically: loud cheers
drowned out a smaller chorus of boos
at Wembley. If we take the crowds in
the north-east and the capital alike, in
other words, the idea that ordinary fans
are utterly opposed to the completely
banal anti-racist messaging of English
knee-taking is at least problematised
- nor does it easily map onto ‘northsouth divide’ ideas.
We should not want to erase the
boos, of course. It is plain that a more
serious culture-war counteroffensive
is taking place than was possible
last year. BLM is widely calumnied
as ‘Marxist’ (if only … but we
will return to this point later). Lee
Anderson, the Tory MP for Ashfield
in Nottinghamshire, declared that “for
the first time in my life I will not be
watching my beloved England team,
whilst they are supporting a political
movement whose core principles aim
to undermine our very way of life”.
Boris Johnson refused to condemn
the booing, since people have a right
to protest and all that, though he later
clarified that he wanted fans to get
behind the national team. Priti Patel
made clear she supported the right
of fans to protest and derided the
“gesture politics” of BLM, but refused
to say whether she would have booed
the players herself. Manager Gareth
Southgate backed his players; the
atmosphere was decidedly frosty
between Wembley and Westminster.

Counterculture

The story of how we got to the point of
politicians lecturing the national team
on anti-racism is a little complicated
and, of course, begins outside football,
with the wave of migrant workers
invited to this country from former
(and indeed then-extant) colonies in
Asia, Africa and the Caribbean.
The famous Empire Windrush
landed at Tilbury with a few hundred
West Indian migrants in 1948, but
numbers steadily increased, as
the British economy settled into a
long boom. By the 1960s the ‘race
problem’ so-called was already a hot
topic in bourgeois politics: in 1962 the
Tory government restricted the rights
of citizenship of former colonial
subjects and, more scandalously,
in 1968 the Labour government of
Harold Wilson - anticipating a huge
wave of Asian migrants from Kenya,
who were in imminent danger of
ethnic cleansing - introduced what

was effectively a colour bar into
immigration controls.
At the same time, domestically
the government introduced the first
elements of what would later become
known as ‘multiculturalism’, and so
the racist backlash continued. Enoch
Powell made his notorious ‘rivers of
blood’ speech, and then, as the 1970s
wore on, the fascist far right had its
first real revival since World War II.
In the same period, unsurprisingly,
the left took up the question of racism
far more assertively, with propaganda
against
domestic
demagogues
dovetailing with the anti-apartheid
movement and solidarity with anticolonial national struggles.
It was quite inevitable that this
intensely controversial conflict would
filter out into wider popular culture,
football support included. There was
a colour bar in the teams of this era.
Racist stereotypes - that ‘lazy’ black
players could not be trusted to put a
shift in, for example - prevailed. Just
as, over time, the more integrated
cities become more ‘liberal’ on such
questions and the more homogenous
ones subject to migrant panics and the
like, so the popular racism of the day
gained a serious bridgehead in football
support, as a self-fulfilling result of
its overall melanin deficiency. When
black players did finally start to get
selected, especially in the early 1980s,
they could expect relentless abuse
from the terraces, monkey chants and
thrown banana skins.
The 1980s were a bad decade for
English football in a lot of ways:
the wider social dislocation of the
Thatcher government inevitably
had a bad impact on the provincial
working class supporters and smallbourgeois owners of football clubs.
The government openly treated
fans with contempt, thinking them
little better than animals. Those who
took that view could point to the
various violent incidents involving
fans as evidence; and when, at the
1985 European Cup final at Heysel
Stadium in Belgium, an attempted
attack by Liverpool fans on Juventus
supporters led to a horrific crush that
killed 39 (in contrast to DenmarkFinland the other day, the game was
played regardless), English clubs were
banned from European competition
for years. Four years later, it would
be Liverpool fans crushed to death in
even greater numbers at Hillsborough
- the contemptuous attitude of the

police to fans in general contributed
to the horrendous death toll that day.
There developed in these years
a distinct counterculture of fans, for
whom the poor state of the game’s
infrastructure, the barely-concealed
contempt of the elite, and - for many
- the unwelcome intrusion of popular
racism demanded a clear-headed
response. The most visible record
of this healthier fan subculture is
the explosion of fanzines across the
country. And one of its outworkings
was serious efforts to fight back
against terrace racism - from the
terraces themselves. It was perhaps
inevitable that some crossover would
take place with the political left, and
in fact the Militant Tendency played
an important role here, initiating the
campaign known as Give Racism
the Red Card (though it was more an
initiative of quick-witted comrades
in the ranks than the notoriously
economistic leadership).
The English game was soon due
for a serious shake-up. The advent of
pay TV made enormous amounts of
money potentially available to the big
teams - if only they could unshackle
themselves from the overall football
pyramid to strike deals on their own.
So they did - the Premier League
was formed and kicked off in 1992.
Although it was a few years before the
super-slick galactico spectacle of the
premiership really got into its groove,
the influence of the corporatisation
of the game on its wider life cannot
be underestimated. The response
to Hillsborough, for example, was
mandatory all-seater stadiums, which
restricted capacity and exacerbated
ticket price rises.
So it was for anti-racist activities
- these were rapidly co-opted by the
game’s authorities. Give Racism
The Red Card gave way to Let’s
Kick Racism Out Of Football, which
is now Kick It Out (whose remit
can conveniently expand to cover
any other unsightly prejudice). Its
mechanisms of enforcement are
no longer active fans motivated by
political values and civic pride, but
bureaucratic bans and police reports.
The problem of terrace racism has
hardly been eliminated, but, at this
remove, anyone spotted making
monkey chants at a Premier League
fixture is in line to have their welcome
removed at the ground at the very
least.

Gesture politics

The overall state of football should
frame our view of taking the knee.
This, of course, originates as a very
admirable act of courage on the part
of Colin Kaepernick - an American
football quarterback who knelt during
the singing of the ‘Star-spangled
banner’, effectively ending his career
there and then, in protest at the police
murder of black men.
The form in which it is subject to an
English culture war blow-up is rather
different. There is no serious doubt
that players by and large support
the protest; but, with the unanimous
support of all the relevant authorities,
it fits too easily into a pattern whereby
anti-racism is expropriated from its
grassroots origins and imposed on
fans as a spectacle (or, for those who
feel they are the target, an insult).
Indeed, the reduction of this political
issue to a fan reaction - cheers or boos
- is a telling picture of the state of antiracism in society at large. Anti-racism
has substantial penetration into the

bourgeois establishment, though the
anti-woke backlash threatens some of
its old strongholds. Yet it has almost
nothing to offer except reminding
everyone that racism is very, very bad
- boo!
Squarely within this camp we
find, naturally enough, the Socialist
Workers Party and its intellectually
bankrupt front, Stand Up To Racism.
The SWP’s barely concealed
hatred for football does not stop it
enthusiastically backing the England
team on this one: “It is an outrage
that … Priti Patel has come out
stating that England fans have a right
to boo the England team taking the
knee,” screamed an SUTR circular,
promoting a petition in support
of all teams taking the knee and
encouraging fans to cheer instead.
With the latter recommendation,
we could hardly have any argument;
but what about the earlier question,
about the right of fans to do so?
Is the idea so outrageous? Does
SUTR support ejecting such fans
from stadiums? It does not say so;
so it is a completely empty gesture
of displeasure - no more coherent,
alas, than a Daily Mail-addled petty
bourgeois screaming at the snowflake
soccer players on his television.
It seems we face something like
the limits of this form of anti-racism,
which - for all its rhetorical radicalism
- cannot conceive of any redress other
than ever more aggressive policing
of public discourse, including in
the football stadium. For the SWP/
SUTR, we have long crossed the
Rubicon, where liberal anti-racism
completely neutered any critique of
the bourgeoisie.
For BLM, the case is a little more
complex, if not in the end more
encouraging. The movement has
always been Janus-faced. It deals in
great rhetorical radicalism, drawing
on the revolutionary wing of the civil
rights and black-power movements
of the 1960s and 1970s and, by
implication, the soft-Maoists of the
period. It is this r-r-revolutionary
rhetoric that authorises the red-baiting
of the rightwing culture warriors.
Yet its actual existence as a vague
assemblage of affinity groups united
around a slogan (or not even a slogan,
for heaven’s sake - a Twitter hashtag,
which is to the slogan what the
Hallmark card is to poetry!) means it
is utterly incapable of defending itself
from such rightwing attacks. It is
instead dependent on the good graces
of the liberal bourgeoisie, which
means its more radical demands (the
abolition of the police, for example)
will inevitably be swamped by - as
Patel put it - gesture politics.
Football offers a microcosmic
view of the whole problem: a cycle
of bureaucratic anti-racism and
chauvinist backlash seems all too
familiar to even the most sportphobic observer today, surely. And
the ‘solution’ lies just as surely in
broadening our horizons from the
simple problem of racism: if we
trust people to govern themselves,
as all serious socialists must, then
we trust them to govern their sports.
The extant prejudices of the terraces
can be challenged more effectively
from the terraces themselves than
from the offices of some NGO. Prematch rituals on the part of players
are admirable in their own way, but
simply will not do the trick l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk
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Fascism needs definition
Marxism strives for clarity and telling the truth. Jack Conrad replies to Hasan Keser and Daniel Lazare

T

o have a science, to have
a rational discussion, to
interpret the past in order to
arm ourselves for the future, it
is necessary to establish words
which have a definite meaning.
We need definitions - brief, logical
descriptions which locate essential
characteristics
and
establish
boundaries. That makes it possible
to distinguish one thing, one
phenomenon, from another.
Of course, our definitions are
determined (1) by the specific
properties of the definiendum: ie, the
object of definition; and (2) by the
sophistication, the level, the structure
of knowledge attained within a
particular field. Hence, although
definitions are subject to various
logical rules, such as the rule of
proportion between what is defined
and what is defining, one definition
leads to another, as particular features
or properties undergo change.
Motion and interaction - the passage
from one state to another - is a basic
proposition of Marxism (put another
way: there is no fixity, immutability
or permanence).
So what about fascism? Here is
a two-part definition derived from
the profound analysis developed
by Leon Trotsky in the midst of
the resistible rise of fascism during
the 1920s and 30s. It remains his
most important, most enduring,
contribution to Marxism (not that
I consider myself a Trotskyist, a
Trotskyite or a Trotskyoid).
1. Fascism must be distinguished
from other forms of counterrevolution because it organically
bases itself on a disorientated,
crazed, desperate plebeian mass.
Crucially, fascism organises fighting
formations which are separate from
the state. When the need arises,
fascist parties are manipulated,
protected and financed by the state
and core sections of monopoly
capital. Fascism is helped to grow
to mass proportions when society is
experiencing severe crisis, when the
bourgeoisie is incapable of ruling in
the old way, but where the working
class lacks the necessary strength,
determination or leadership required
to deliver the final revolutionary
blow.
2. In power, fascism assaults,
pulverises, destroys the organised
working class. Any attempt, any
manifestation
of
independent
working class activity is mercilessly
crushed. The traditional parties of
the bourgeoisie are either absorbed
or closed down, but property goes
largely unaffected. Meanwhile,
fascism undergoes a process of
bureaucratisation - its upper layers
merge with the ruling class, while
its lower levels are incorporated
into the state machine.
What then are we to make of the
contributions of Hasan Keser1 and
Daniel Lazare2 - both polemicising
against my recent article on
fascism?3
Unfortunately neither comrade
supplies a definition of fascism
as such. Instead we get catch-alls,
unfounded inference, speculation and
not a little moral outrage. The result,
in both cases, veers unmistakably in
the direction of liberalism.
Somewhat strangely, comrade
Keser accuses me of wanting to
evaluate fascism “globally”, but
only managing to touch on my “own
native British case”. In fact, though
my main audience is doubtless in the
UK, I actually spent comparatively
little time dealing with my “own
native British case”. Either way, we

Arthur Szyk ‘Satan leads the ball’ (1942)
find comrade Keser taking me to task
over Turkey and comrade Lazare
doing the same over the United
States.

Normal capitalism

Too many comrades on the left seem
to have bought into the dominant
post-World War II bourgeois
ideology. In short, capitalism and
democracy go together like a horse
and carriage.
Yet the fact of the matter is
that ‘bourgeois democracy’ is an
oxymoron. The capitalist class is
not and has never been a democratic
class. Real capitalist democracy is
shareholder democracy. Not ‘one
person, one vote’: rather ‘one share,
one vote’. In the second half of the
19th century the capitalist class,
especially in Europe, was, though,
successively compelled to give
concessions to the working class, not
least when it came to the franchise.
The nearer they got to universal
suffrage, the more the capitalist
class resorted to pouring money into
parties that could fool enough of
the people enough of the time, and
domesticating working class leaders
through bribery and corruption.
Under capitalism, money, not the
electorate rules. No surprise - the
subsidy/advertisement-dependent
capitalist mass media lies on an
industrial scale, feeds the population
with mind-rotting celebrity trivia and
upholds so-called traditional family,
entrepreneurial and patriotic values.
Medieval anti-Semitism was even
reinvented in the late 19th century
as an antidote to socialism. Albeit
nowadays in the name of democracy,
there has throughout been a capitalist
pushback
against
democracy,
including state clampdowns, witchhunts, bans and meting out stiff
prison sentences.
This produces its opposite.
Comrades on the left who claim that
capitalism and fascism go together,
that fascism is the natural, inevitable,
outgrowth of capitalism, that any
bourgeois politician mouthing vote-gathering - contempt for woke
liberals, the cosmopolitan elite, poor
migrants and promoting unhinged
conspiracy theories is a fascist,
shows fascist traits or is travelling in
the direction of fascism.
Enter comrade Lazare. He writes
about the “internal dynamics” of
capitalism pushing it into “outand-out” fascism - that, yes, in the
absence of any kind of threat from
the working class movement and the
left. Why the capitalist class would
sacrifice the buyable certainties that
come with the ‘rule of law’ for the
arbitrariness, mayhem and madness

of fascism is, to say the least, a
mystery.
Of course, there are real fascists
and real fascist grouplets in the
US. The Three Percenters, the Oath
Keepers, the Proud Boys were all
encouraged, flattered and put into
play in Donald Trump’s desperate
self-coup bid on January 6. But there
is a world of difference between
using such fascist grouplets as
pawns and lifting the likes of Mike
Vanderboegh or Stewart Rhodes into
the saddle of power.
Comrade
Lazare
equates
fascism with barbarism and
calls it the “ultimate bourgeois
reaction”. Looking at the record of
Nazi Germany from 1933, but in
particular from 1942 to 1945, it is
hard to disagree. Nazi Germany was
though exceptional, even in fascist
terms. Coldly efficient bureaucratic
organisation was combined with
modern technology to produce an
extermination regime. Maybe six,
maybe ten million perished as a
result. That said, in this respect, Nazi
Germany merely concentrated in
time what American colonists did to
the native population in 1,500 wars,
raids and attacks: where there had
been between five and 15 million of
them in 1492, when Columbus first
arrived, by the late 19th century and
the end of the Indian wars a mere
238,000 remained.4 The British did
the same in their Australian work
colony. The natives were surplus
to requirement, treated as vermin.
They even hunted them down for
sport. Then there is Leopold II of
Belgium and his private exploitation
colony in the Congo. Millions of
natives were killed or died from
overwork, maltreatment and disease.
Many, many other such cases could
be cited of the barbarism of normal
capitalism.

Turkey

Anyway, for his own reasons,
comrade Keser, timidly, coyly,
hedgingly, tells us that he would
“hesitate to criticise” those who
define Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s
regime as “fascist”. Why? Because
of its draconian measures against
opponents, restrictions on democratic
rights,
foreign
adventures,
withdrawing from “international
legal agreements” and, crucially,
its coalition with the Nationalist
Movement Party (MHP). As already
argued, imposing restrictions on
democratic rights is an inherent
feature of normal capitalism. So, for
that matter, are foreign adventures
and even withdrawing from
“international legal agreements”
(take recent history in the ‘birthplace

of parliamentary democracy’: eg,
Thatcher’s anti-union laws and
defeat of the miners’ strike in 198485, the Bush-Blair invasion of Iraq,
Brexit and disputes over the Northern
Ireland protocol).
What about Erdoğan’s MHP
allies? A far-right secular nationalist
party, the MHP claims to uphold
the tradition of Mustafa Kemal
Atatürk. True, with the connivance
of the deep state - Turkey’s branch
of Gladio - the Grey Wolves were
armed and set loose to murderous
effect in the 1970s.5 Though the
Grey Wolves claim to be nothing
more than a cultural and educational
association, it is widely recognised
that it is in reality MHP’s unofficial
paramilitary wing.
It is certainly the case that in
the 1970s the Gray Wolves were
a textbook example of a non-state
fighting formation. Turkey was
mired in an acute socio-economic
crisis. There were countless political
strikes, a revolutionary left which
grew to mass proportions, and
numerous street clashes. That could
even involve progressive police units
firing upon reactionary police units.
That there were thousands of deaths
in Turkey’s ‘low-level civil war’ is a
matter of record.
However, comrade Keser himself
admits that there is no need for
such non-state fighting formations
under present circumstances. With
the September 1980 army coup, the
ban on political parties (including
the MHP), the mass imprisonment
of leftwingers and then, finally, the
1989-91 collapse of bureaucratic
socialism in eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union, the working
class movement and the left in
general underwent a spiral of decline.
Today, the working class movement
and the left - Kurdistan aside - does
not pose any kind of serious threat
to the existing order - well, not in
the short to medium term. As for
the Grey Wolves, they still remain
active, but on a far lower scale: the
occasional assassination of a soft-left
Kurdish politician, protests against
any admission of Turkish guilt for
the 1915-17 Armenian genocide,
trafficking drugs into Europe to raise
funds, running training camps for
Uyghur militants, etc.
As for the MHP - with just over
10% of the popular vote, here we have
a far-right, nationalist party, which,
yes, has available to it a residual nonstate fighting formation, but which
puts its main energies into electoral
activity and with its leverage over
the government pursues its antiKurdish, pan-Turkic agenda to some
considerable effect.

Frankly, though, categorising
the MHP as fascist today needs
thinking about - it should at the
very least be conditional, include
caveats, etc. The claim that ‘once a
fascist organisation, always a fascist
organisation’ is just as stupid as the
claim that ‘once a fascist, always
a fascist’. After all, we Marxists
recognise that nothing is fixed, that
everything changes … and that
should be reflected in the definitions
we use. Eg, the Communist Party of
the Russian Federation - nationalist,
socially conservative and cosseted
by Putin’s government - is it an
unchanged continuation of the party
led by Lenin? Hardly. The same
would go for other, what we call
‘official communist’ parties. Despite
the names remaining the same, our
emphasis is on Stalinite rupture,
degeneration and how what was
turned into its opposite.
Then there is ‘categorical crossinfection’. Is Erdoğan’s Justice and
Development Party (AKP) fascist
because of its coalition with the
MHP? That makes as much sense as
categorising the MHP as Islamicist
because of its - that is the MHP’s
- very junior role in an alliance
dominated by Erdoğan and the AKP.
Such a claim certainly violates the
rule of proportion between what is
defined and what is defining.
Take the latest Israeli coalition
government. Should we put a
categorical equals sign between
Naftali
Bennett’s
far-right
Zionist Yamina and the Muslim
Brotherhood’s United Arab List?
Their unity is conditional, fragile
and determined by the horse-trading
arithmetic necessary to produce a
Knesset majority. Both parties are
reactionary, undoubtedly, but the
form of reaction is categorically
different: colonising on the one hand
and colonised on the other.
And why is comrade Keser
hesitant about disagreeing with those
who wrong-headedly insist that the
Erdoğan regime is fascist? Is his
equivocal formula dictated by the
needs of political diplomacy? The
search for some inoffensive middle
ground? Would that refusal to take a
principled stand apply to the Maoists
who label Turkey as fascist ever
since the foundation of the republic
in 1923? Would that equivocation be
likewise extended back to the ‘official’
Communist Party of Germany in the
late 1920s and 30s, when it branded
the Social Democratic Party and the
National Socialists as mere variants
of fascism? And what about those
American leftists who splutteringly
accused Joseph McCarthy, Richard
Nixon and Ronald Reagan of being
fascist?
One can respect, admire the
passion, the conviction, the bravery
of past generations of revolutionaries.
That said, we Marxists have a duty to
tell the truth - fearlessly, frankly and
openly. Those comrades got things
wrong. Very wrong. Sometimes the
results were comic, sometimes banal,
sometimes disastrous. But nowhere
were the results good (judged in
terms of the global transition from
capitalism to communism) l

Notes
1. Letters Weekly Worker June 3 2021.

2. ‘Texas and the F-word’ Weekly Worker June 10
2021: weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/1351/texas-andthe-f-word.
3. J Conrad, ‘Misusing the F-word’ Weekly Worker
May 27 2021: weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/1349/
misusing-the-f-word. .
4. history.com/news/native-americans-genocideunited-states.
5. linkedin.com/pulse/grey-wolves-gladio-natorobert-dekker.
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Evans’s Zionist enforcers

Supporting Israel will become a requirement for sitting councillors, prospective candidates and staff
members. Graham Keene digs the dirt on the first ‘training session’

‘U

nderstanding anti-Semitism’,
held via Zoom on June 14,
served - as very much
expected - to confirm the status of
the Jewish Labour Movement. Not
only is it affiliated to the Labour
Party: it now acts as the general
secretary’s principal enforcer of
Zionist orthodoxy.
A week before, four Labour left
groupings - Labour Against the
Witchhunt, the Labour Campaign for
Free Speech, Labour Left Alliance
and Labour in Exile Network - urged
Labour members to stay well clear
of these ‘training sessions’.1 But,
while I agree with the boycott call,
I thought it would be useful to go
along in order to report on the first
of them. After all, not only are all
Labour Party members to be offered
a place on one of these courses, but
it seems likely that for staff, sitting
councillors, prospective candidates,
etc, they will be made compulsory.
Expect trainers; expect tests; expect
wrong and right answers; and expect
those who fail to give the right
answers to have ‘problems’ with
Labour HQ.
Before proceeding, a little
background. JLM was originally
founded in 1903 as Poale Zion. As
its name suggests, it was dedicated to
the cause of Zionism: ie, an ideology
which claims that in order to escape
from the ‘inevitable’ anti-Semitism
that will always be directed against
them, Jews have no alternative but
to form their own separate state.
And, following the establishment of
Israel in 1948, Poale Zion acted as
the voice of that colonial-settler state
within the Labour Party, renaming
itself in 2004 as the Jewish Labour
Movement.
The JLM remained dormant in the
Labour Party until it was relaunched
immediately after the election of
Jeremy Corbyn as leader in 2015.
According to Jeremy Newmark,
who became JLM chair until his
resignation
amidst
corruption
allegations, they wanted to re-form
JLM specifically to make Corbyn’s
leadership as short-lived as possible.2
At its 2019 annual general meeting
JLM overwhelmingly agreed a
motion of no confidence in Corbyn,
declaring that under his leadership
Labour was now “institutionally antiSemitic”. The same AGM actually
discussed another motion calling for
disaffiliation from Labour, but this
was defeated. Just before the general
election of that year, the JLM issued
the following statement:
The last four years have been
catastrophic for Jews in the
Labour Party. Nevertheless, the
Jewish Labour Movement has
kept true to our Labour values
and resolved - for now - to stay
and fight racism, rather than
disaffiliate and walk away (my
emphasis).3
As for its “Labour values”, that
statement added, in relation to the
forthcoming election:
We will not be campaigning unless
in exceptional circumstances
and for exceptional candidates
- like our parliamentary chair,
Ruth Smeeth, and members of
the Parliamentary Labour Party
who’ve been unwavering in their
support of us. We will not be
giving endorsements to candidates
in non-Labour held seats.4
All this was a little ironic, because,

Poseurs: and now they are running ‘training sessions’
despite its failure to back Labour
in the 2019 general election and
its continued discussion about the
possibility of disaffiliating from the
party, there was a campaign in certain
localities for Constituency Labour
Parties to affiliate to the JLM!
Not that any of that was of
concern to Labour general secretary
David Evans, who on June 6 issued a
call to individual members to attend
the June 14 event, which would
be “covering what anti-Semitic
incidents look like in the UK and
the world today, identifying different
elements of anti-Semitism and how
members of the Labour Party can
create a welcoming environment for
Jewish members”.
After all, the JLM has been “the
Labour Party’s Jewish affiliate for
over 100 years”, Evans stated, so
who better to speak at the “training
session” than Mike Katz, its national
chair, and Rebecca Filer, its national
organiser?

Jews and Israel

The session was introduced by Anna
Hutchinson, senior regional director
of Labour North West, who assured
us that by the end of the year this
“training” would have been offered
to every one of Labour’s half million
members and staff. She said that
we will be able to judge its success
“when members who have left
because of anti-Semitism return”.
She reiterated that the JLM was
“one of our oldest socialist affiliated
societies”, so who better to lead the
way?
Mike Katz then spoke briefly and
began by saying that in October 2018
Labour had been “found to break
the equality law” by the Equality
and Human Rights Commission,
but in fact by that time, he said, it
was already clear that “the party
just couldn’t police itself” and this
had had a “huge impact on Jewish
members”. But thankfully there is
now “strong leadership from Keir
and Angela”.
As throughout the rest of the
session no examples were given of
Jews suffering actual (rather than
self-constructed) anti-Semitism at
the hands of the party or its members.
Then we had the main speaker,
Rebecca Filer, who began by stating
that the 300,000-strong “Jewish

community” constituted a largely
“invisible minority”. That is because
the overwhelming majority cannot
be immediately identified as Jewish.
While half belong to a synagogue, she
said, most of them “rarely attend”.
As for the general population in the
UK, only a “very small minority”
are anti-Semitic, but there were three
times more “incidents” reported in
2020 compared to 2007, she said.
However, very few of them were
classified as “extreme violence”:
it was mainly a case of “abusive
behaviour”.
So what form does this antiSemitism actually take? As you
might guess, much of is linked to
the state of Israel. Jews are accused
of having a “dual loyalty”, she said,
displaying an online post which
described former Labour MP Louise
Ellman as a “representative of
Israel”. This is a “common form of
anti-Semitism” apparently.
Another “common form” was
the idea that “Jews equal Israel”.
She displayed an image of one
poster reading “Jews did 9/11” and
then another which read “Israel did
9/11” - for her both were equally
anti-Semitic. Well, both are certainly
stupid. Then she displayed another
social media posting which made
numerous false accusations against
Jacob Rothschild, and this she
described as anti-Semitic too, even
though the posting, while absurd, did
not refer to or even imply that he is
Jewish (or even connected to Israel).
She did have a point about the
anti-Semitism emanating from the
Soviet Union under Stalin, however.
Even though the Soviet posters
she showed stated their opposition
to “international Zionism”, they
were illustrated by ugly, greedy,
large-nosed cartoon figures who
were supposed to be Zionist
representatives.
Filer went on to say that one of
the most “hurtful comments” made
to Jews is that “Zionism equals
Nazism”, but, you see, the problem
is that people are disguising their
anti-Semitism by “talking about the
state of Israel rather than Jews or
Zionists”. In addition, some people
do not seem to recognise how close
many Jews feel to Israel. Therefore,
to make such a connection (even
though, for example, Israeli Jewish

opponents of Binyamin Netanyahu
have themselves frequently criticised
him in that way) is deeply hurtful to
Jews.
She stressed that, when criticising
Israel, we must “talk about the state
of Israel, not Jews [no problem there]
or Zionists [!]” In fact, “do not use
‘Zionism’ or ‘Zio’ as a term of abuse”.
What on earth does that mean? Is the
JLM seriously saying that Zionist
ideology, which is by definition
racist, must never be opposed using
harsh, robust language? So we can
use the term ‘racist’ as an insult, but
not ‘Zionist’ - though it is a form of
racism!
Filer displayed another placard
which read simply “Free Palestine”,
which, she stated, was certainly
not anti-Semitic - good. However,
“context matters”, she added, and
if, for example, you hold up such
a placard outside a synagogue,
that is apparently problematic. She
repeated once again that it is “not
anti-Semitic to criticise Israel”,
as the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance “made
clear”, although, of course, she
claimed that the IHRA ‘definition’
gave clear examples of actual antiSemitic behaviour (most of which
were linked to Israel).
She concluded urging us to
“show respect for Jewish members”
and said that local branches could
demonstrate how opposed to antiSemitism they were by inviting
speakers from the JLM and also, for
instance, be wary of “holding events
on the Jewish Sabbath”! Presumably,
to show similar “respect” to
Christians and Muslims, we should
think twice about holding them on a
Sunday or Friday too.

Open debate?

Filer’s speech was followed by
what was supposed to be ‘questions
from the floor’. But it was clear
that no genuine interaction was to
be permitted and, as this ‘training
session’ was supposed to end after
just an hour, there was time for
just three ‘questions’ - which had
obviously been concocted by the
organisers themselves.
Although in this Zoom meeting
there was a ‘Q&A’ space, it only
contained one contribution that
participants could see, which was

there from the start, while the
‘Chat’ feature was available only
to the organisers for references to
features on the Labour website, etc.
So nobody’s actual questions or
opinions, let alone criticisms, were
available to other participants
But not to worry. In his invitation
Evans had written:
What happens if my question
does not get asked? Unfortunately
due to high volume of questions,
we cannot answer every point
individually. Please rest assured
that your contribution will be
noted, and will be taken on board
for future training.
Anna Hutchinson implied that the
three questions she read out were
actually a compilation of points
that attendees were raising, but we
were not told how many points had
actually been raised by the audience
- or, for that matter, how many were
attending. Apparently she had taken
the most common and pertinent
points that featured in the Q&A
and summarised them in those three
‘participants’ questions’.
I will just mention the first, which
was: “How can members ensure that
discussion of Israel and Palestine
does not stray into anti-Semitism?”
Katz reiterated that we are all free
to “criticise Israel as much as you
want”. In fact “we [presumably the
JLM] do not agree with Netanyahu”.
Well, that’s something, isn’t it?
But “there are lots of things going
on round the world” and Jewish
members will “feel uncomfortable”
if we only focus on Israel/Palestine.
For her part, Filer stressed that we
must not deny what she claimed had
been made apparent by the EHRC:
“Talk, support, but don’t deny.”
It was pretty clear to me what this
‘training session’ was really about:
deepening and extending the purge
of the left in the name of combatting
anti-Semitism l

Notes
1. See labourleft.org/statements-and-campaigns/

just-say-no-to-antisemitism-training-by-the-jlm.
2. electronicintifada.net/blogs/asa-winstanley/
jewish-labour-movement-was-refounded-fightcorbyn.
3. ‘General election statement’, October 31 2019:
jewishlabour.uk/general_election_statement_2019.
4. Ibid.
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The Gerard Coyne danger

Stan Keable reports on debates on the Unite election, the Chatham House left and our criticisms of the LPM fraction

A

s readers will know, union
branch nominations for the
post of Unite general secretary
closed on June 7, and voting will
take place from July 5 to August 23.1
Four candidates - one rightwinger
and three on the left - achieved the
174 nominations from more than two
regions required to get a place on the
ballot paper - that minimum equals
5% of Unite’s 3,474 branches. For a
while, only the three left candidates
had reached the threshold, but
hopes of a left-only contest were
dashed when rightwinger Gerard
Coyne scraped through with 196
nominations. For the left, this
changed the question from ‘which
candidate do you prefer’ to ‘which
two should stand down’, so as not
to repeat the Unison debacle, where
Dave Prentis’s continuity candidate,
Christina McAnea, held the top post
on a minority vote against a divided
left.
The number of nominations
becomes a secondary question once
the threshold has been crossed.
Coyne will be backed to the hilt by
the press, the BBC and the Labour
right. Back in 2017 Len McCluskey
seemed to be way in front, with 1,185
branch nominations to Coyne’s mere
187. But Coyne gained 41.5% of the
vote and was only narrowly defeated
by McCluskey (45.4%) on a 12.2%
turnout,
although
third-placed
leftwinger Ian Allinson took 13.1%
of the vote, so the total left vote
amounted to 58.5%. So this time, if
there were a single left candidate,
Coyne would have an uphill struggle
… but could still win.
The forces that support Coyne
have already chosen Howard
Beckett as their favourite demon.
At the June 12 Labour Left Alliance
organising group meeting the Labour
Party Marxists successful motion accepted by the LLA OG with just
two votes against - calls on Unite
members to vote for Beckett “as
the best, or least worst, of the three
‘left’ candidates on offer”. It notes
“the targeting of Howard Beckett
by the BBC, the Murdoch press and
the Labour right, including Tom
Watson and Margaret Hodge, and
his suspension from Labour Party
membership for speaking out against
Tory government deportations”.
In the LLA-organised hustings,
Beckett pledged “to call out the
witch-hunt against the Labour left
and to support those who have been
unjustly suspended and expelled from
the Labour Party”. Good - but don’t
hold your breath. “On the negative
side,” the motion continues, “we note
that he rejects the socialist principle
of ‘a worker’s representative on a
worker’s wage’ - that socialist trade
union officials - and MPs - should
live on a skilled worker’s wage ...
Howard Beckett is a product of the
trade union bureaucracy, a well-paid,
careerist, left bureaucrat.”
As for the other candidates, former
Militant member Steve Turner has
made clear his departure from left
politics, while Sharon Graham’s
key campaign slogan, “to take our
union back to the workplace”, is
probably code for downgrading
Unite’s involvement in internal
Labour Party struggles (enough to
get her the SWP’s backing - textbook
economism).
Speaking of former Militant
members, the Socialist Party in
England and Wales is giving a master
class in tailism, when it comes to the
election. SPEW’s preference for both
Beckett and Sharon Graham and its
gentle criticisms of Turner appear

Its gagging rule should be utterly alien to our movement
to be governed by diplomacy - by
which left bureaucrat members and
supporters have been working with.
SPEW’s June 9 statement, after
nominations closed, calls Coyne “a
direct representative of big business
and the Starmerites”, and notes Steve
Turner’s “compliant approach both
industrially and politically, reflected
in him clearly not being prepared to
challenge Starmer as Labour leader.”
Consequently, “… we believe it is
Steve who should step down as a
candidate in favour of Sharon or
Howard to carry the battle against
Coyne.”

Daniel Platts

At the June 12 LLA OG meeting,
16 delegates from affiliated local
groups and political organisations
attended, to decide LLA’s position.
Two motions in support of Howard
Beckett were on the table. The LLA
trade union group motion offered
only uncritical support, which was
why LPM submitted an alternative
motion setting out a principled
approach, which I am pleased to say
is now LLA policy:
Trade unions limit competition
between workers, thus securing
a better price for labour-power.
They represent a tremendous gain
for the working class, drawing
millions of workers into collective
activity against employers.
Of course, left to itself,
trade union consciousness is
characterised by sectionalism. At
best trade union consciousness
attempts to constantly improve
the lot of workers within
capitalism. At worst trade union
consciousness degenerates into
business unionism and sacrificing
the interests of workers for the
sake of capitalist competitiveness
and profitability.
We openly seek to make
trade unions into schools for
communism. We do this by
always putting forward the
general interest of the working
class, by fighting for workers’
unity and by fully involving the
rank and file in decision-making.
Bargaining is a specialist
activity.
Consequently
the
trade unions need a layer of
functionaries. However, due to
lack of democratic control and
accountability these functionaries

have consolidated themselves into
a conservative caste.
The trade union bureaucracy
is more concerned with amicable
deals and preserving union funds
than with the class struggle.
Operating as an intermediary
between labour and capital, it
has a real, material interest in the
continued existence of the wage
system.
Within the trade unions we
fight against bureaucracy by
demanding:
n Trade unions must be free of
any interference or control by the
state or employer.
n No trade union official to be
paid above the average wage of
a worker in that particular union.
n All full-time trade union officials
must be elected, accountable and
instantly recallable.
n Workers should support trade
union leaders only to the extent
that they fight for the long-term
interests of the working class as a
whole.
n All-embracing
workplace
committees. Organise all workers,
whatever their trade, whether
or not they are in trade unions.
Workplace committees should
fight to exercise control over
hiring and firing, production and
investment.
n One industry, one union.
Industrial unions are rational and
enhance the ability of workers to
struggle. Given the international
nature of the capitalist system and
the existence of giant transnational
companies, trade unions also need
to organise internationally.
Daniel Platts of the steering
committee proposed an amendment
(which, thankfully was defeated,
but gained four votes), replacing
our description of the limits of
“trade union consciousness”, with
Daniel’s view of the limits of trade
unions. He evidently overlooked, or
did not understand, the well known
Marxist formulation in the very
next sentence: “We openly seek to
make trade unions into schools for
communism.” Here is his text:
At best trade unions can illustrate
the power of the working class
within society, by stopping the
means of production against the
wishes of the capitalist class. But

rarely does this happen on any
considerable scale, and usually
the best they offer are merely
attempts to improve the lot of
workers within capitalism.
I can only recommend a visit to
marxists.org and reading again - or
perhaps for the first time - Lenin’s
What is to be done?

Chatham House left

The LLA meeting started with a
political opening by Roger Silverman
on behalf of the steering committee.
Comrade Roger reminded us that
the right would “never repeat their
mistake” of allowing a left leader
of the Labour Party to be elected,
and noted “calls for a new party”
as a result - but warned of the long
list of failed left splits from Labour.
However, he spoke of a “huge
explosion” of discontent building up
around the world: “The counterattack
is coming. That will be the basis for
a left split.”
In the discussion, I argued against
aiming for a left split, saying we need
serious Marxist organisation now,
to fight inside and outside Labour.
Whether or not the left is forced out
of the party, the need for a socialist
programme and serious organisation
stands.
LPM is, of course, an opposition
faction within the LLA, whose
conferences have twice rejected the
aim of replacing capitalism with
socialism and the aim of a classless,
moneyless, stateless world. So I
was truly (and pleasantly) surprised
to hear Daniel Platts’s confession
on behalf of the LLA SC: “Most of
us realised pretty quickly [after the
LLA conference] that we had made
a massive oversight in not putting
‘socialism’ into the LLA’s aims.”
Then Tina Werkmann interjected,
quite rightly: “And a membership
structure!”
Yes, an individual membership
structure - an essential requirement
for the effective democratic
organisation of socialists - has also
been rejected twice. Without either
a Marxist political programme or a
serious organisation, we believe the
LLA will remain part of the failed
official Labour left, which it was
set up to replace. So we should look
for opportunities to draw out and
emphasise sharp lines of demarcation
between principled positions which

consciously uphold the long-term
general interests of the working
class as a whole, and unprincipled
compromises which accommodate
to short-term sectional interests - the
career interests of the latest official
left bureaucrat or MP on offer, for
example.
This brings me to the second
main item: the - secret - left unity
talks between 25 or so groups under
the title, ‘Future of the Labour left’,
hosted by Don’t Leave, Organise. In
respect of this, LPM had submitted
a motion titled ‘Accountability’. The
motion reaffirmed that, according
to the LLA constitution, “the LLA
officers and steering committee
are accountable to the OG”, and
complained that the SC minutes
provided to the OG suggest that
“full reporting of this activity was
not happening”. The OG therefore
requires SC representatives attending
the talks to “produce a full work
report for scrutiny at each meeting of
the organising group”.
The two LLA representatives
in the talks, at the three meetings
which have taken place so far, were
Tina Werkmann and Tasib Mughal.
While the SC majority were clearly
uncomfortable with the Chatham
House Rule - the ban on reporting
- they supported comrade Tina’s
view that it was better to have a
voice inside, so as to know what
was being decided and to influence
the discussions, than to be kicked
out for disobeying the gagging
order. Comrade Tina’s seemingly
innocuous amendment, replacing
a “full” report by a “verbal or
written” one, actually meant ‘verbal
only’. She gave the reason for this
explicitly: anything written “will end
up in the Weekly Worker”, and - she
believes - would be met by the LLA’s
immediate exclusion from the talks.
For LPM, openness is a principle
which the working class needs if
it is to become the ruling class. So
there should be no place for the
Chatham House rule in the workers’
movement.

Criticism

Following the LLA OG meeting, the
LPM steering committee has been
critical of the position taken by the
LPM fraction for not contesting
unprincipled elements in the motions
and amendments that were voted
through.
For example, we should have
insisted that the principled LPM
motion for critical support for Howard
Beckett was a replacement for the
motion of uncritical support. The
motions were not complementary,
so we should have voted against
the uncritical motion. The fraction
should also have rejected the
uncritical sentence praising Howard
Beckett, in that he is “by far the best
of the three left candidates to be our
standard bearer”.
We should also have rejected
outright the amendment from
Tina
Werkmann
to
LPM’s
‘Accountability’ motion, replacing
the requirement for a “full” report
by a “verbal or written” report.
Finally, as well as requiring LLA
SC representatives in the talks to
report fully to the OG, the LPM
motion should have gone further, and
required them to publish a full report
of each meeting l

Notes
1. Official info is available at unitetheunion.

org/who-we-are/structure/unite-2021-generalsecretary-election; and secure.cesvotes.com/V3-1-0/
unitegensec21/en/home.
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ISRAEL

Down but not out

A master schemer and skilled rabble-rouser, with well cultivated US links. But above all going with the
flow of history was key to Netanyahu’s success. No wonder Moshé Machover thinks it is far too early to
write off this flawed and deeply unpleasant man

S

o Binyamin (Bibi) Netanyahu
is voted out of office - for
now. It is too soon to write
his political obituary: this master
manipulator may yet be back, even
as Israel’s prime minister - a post he
has already held longer than anyone:
1996-99 and 2009-21, a total of 15
years. What I offer here is just a brief
interim assessment of his career.
Netanyahu has managed to
dominate Israeli politics for so long
not only due to his skill as a schemer
and his art - in which he surpasses
Tony Blair - in lying shamelessly
with hand on heart, wearing a
mask of candid innocence.1 Nor
was his long hold on power due
solely to his demagogic, rabblerousing techniques and slick use
of conventional and social media.
The deeper reason for his political
success is that he is in tune with
historical trends - both domestic and
international.

the Hashemites as custodians of
Jerusalem’s Haram ash-Sharif, the
third holiest place of Islam - adding
it to the two holy places of Mecca
and Medina, from which the Saudis
ousted the Hashemites in the 1920s.
Recent events in Jordan, with
reports of a plot against the king,
may have something to do with this
scenario.
In the wider international arena,
Netanyahu has forged useful
amicable relations with likeminded rightwing populist, illiberal
‘democrats’:
Hungary’s
antiSemitic leader, Viktor Orbán, India’s
Narendra Modi, Russia’s Vladimir
Putin and others - including, of
course, Donald Trump (a fellow
come-back aspirant).

Flaws of character

Demographics

The Zionist project of colonisation
is driven by an inherent dynamic.
A mode of colonisation based on
ethnic cleansing of the indigenous
people rather than exploiting their
labour-power, it is like a gas, in that it
expands to fill all available space. The
question at each stage of the project
has been what space is actually
available. Following the June 1967 Longest-serving prime minister
war, Israel found itself occupying the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, with mostly less densely populated, such
a large Palestinian Arab population, as the Jordan valley - for colonisation
many of them refugees of the 1947- and eventual annexation, while
49 Nakba or their descendants. Some leaving the rest to be administered
400,000 were ethnically cleansed by proxy on behalf of Israel. But
during that brief war, but that left by whom? An early plan, proposed
about one million.2 The population by Yigal Allon, was to get Jordan
of Israel at the time was about 2.8 to perform this service. However,
million, of whom 2.4 million were Jordan’s king Hussein refused to
Jews.3 Virtually all Israeli leaders accept this poisoned chalice. The
were committed to the Zionist obvious alternative was to get some
doctrine that Jews had a sacred right Palestinian authority to be a quisling
to colonise the whole of Palestine proxy, administering the densely
(‘Eretz Yisrael’). But Zionist populated areas under a limited
colonisation required more land, not autonomy. This was proposed under
an additional Arab population that the deceptive title of the ‘two-state
would dilute the Jewish majority. solution’. It was initially supported
This came to be known as Israel’s by some ‘left’ Zionists - although
‘demographic problem’.
even Menachem Begin, who
For reasons of Zionist-religious originally was vehemently opposed
ideology, east Jerusalem was to it,5 agreed to a version of it in
treated as a special case: by the his 1978 Camp David accords with
end of June 1967, it was illegally Egypt’s president, Anwar Sadat.
annexed to Israel, together with
After the first intifada (1987-91),
a large surrounding area. In the when Israel found direct suppression
Israeli-occupied
Syrian
Golan of popular Palestinian resistance too
Heights, whose fertile land Israeli costly in military effort and morale,
‘socialist’ kibbutzim coveted, the this scheme, pursued by Shimon
Arab population was swiftly dealt Peres and Yizhak Rabin, became
with: the majority (estimates vary official Israeli policy. It was sealed
between 100,000 and 180,000) in the 1993 Oslo accords - which,
were ethnically cleansed, leaving of course, made no mention of a
behind 6,000 members of the Druze Palestinian state, but established the
minority (which Israel chooses to Palestinian ‘Authority’. Even while
regard as non-Arab).4 The territory the accords were being negotiated,
was then illegally annexed to Israel. messianic settlers continued to
But the much larger Palestinian colonise the occupied territories.
population in the remaining newly Rabin and Peres did nothing to stop
occupied parts of Palestine, with them.
its high rate of natural increase,
posed a much bigger ‘demographic
problem’. Could these territories be Following the assassination of Rabin,
ethnically cleansed? Would this be Netanyahu, who had viciously
feasible? Would it be accepted by incited against him, was elected
Israel’s imperialist backers? Would it prime minister in 1996. He belonged
not provoke a damaging intensified to a group of leaders whose approach
hostility of the Arab and Muslim to Israel’s ‘demographic problem’
countries?
was more extreme and aggressive.
It did not take long for two They saw no need to grant any kind
approaches to this problem to of autonomy to the Palestinians, and
emerge. The more cautious was opposed the Oslo accords. Their
to mark out certain choice areas - long-term aim was to perpetrate a

Sharon’s plan

major ethnic cleansing - in effect a
second Nakba. The original foremost
advocate of this approach was Ariel
Sharon - a veteran general with an
outstanding, if questionable, military
reputation, and the ‘hero’ of the
1982 Sabra and Shatila massacre.
But Netanyahu, 21 years his junior,
had what ‘bulldozer’ Sharon
lacked: diplomatic polish and close
familiarity with the US, where he
had spent six years as a child and
teenager, completed his secondary
education, and later returned there to
study at a prestigious university.
In the scenario pursued by these
hard-liners, Jordan was to play a
central role, but quite the opposite
to that in the Allon plan. Rather than
a partner, it was to be the fall guy.
Under what became known as the
Sharon plan, masses of Palestinians
would be driven across the river. The
Hashemite regime of Jordan would
be toppled. Of course, this scenario
could not be implemented out of the
blue: regional events would have to
provide a convenient opportunity:
“An uprising in Jordan, followed
by the collapse of king Abdullah’s
regime, would … present such an
opportunity - as would a spectacular
act of terrorism inside Israel that
killed hundreds.”6
Under this plan, Jordan would
be declared the ‘new Palestine’ - a
Palestinian state - across the river.
As you would expect, this idea was
angrily rejected by Jordan’s king.7
That Netanyahu had been
thinking along the same lines early
in his political career, when he was
deputy foreign minister, is clear
from a speech he made in Bar-Ilan
university in November 1989. In
this speech he deplored the failure
of Israel to exploit the Tiananmen
Square crisis, when the eyes of the
world were averted from the Middle
East and turned to China, and use
this opportunity to do some ethnic
cleansing.

Netanyahu told the students
that the government had failed
to exploit politically favourable
situations in order to carry out
‘large-scale’ expulsions at times
when the damage would have been
relatively small. “I still believe
that there are opportunities to
expel many people,” Netanyahu
said.8
To this day he remains convinced
- with good reason - that, given a
suitable regional opportunity, the
international reaction to major ethnic
cleansing will not be sufficient
to cause Israel major damage.
His close familiarity with the US
political scene tells him that, even
when he antagonises some sections
of the political establishment (as
he did blatantly during the Obama
presidency), he can always get
support from the Republican side,
as well as from the large Evangelical
pro-Israel lobby, not to mention
the Zionist section of the Jewish
community. In fact, he has bragged
about his skilful manipulation of
American decision-makers in a
cosy meeting with a settlers’ family,
which was recorded without his
knowledge.9
As for adverse reactions of
the Arab and Muslim countries,
Netanyahu perceived quite a long
time ago that their reactionary
regimes care little about the
Palestinians. He has indeed managed
to forge an alliance with the most
reactionary Arab regimes - primarily
that of Saudi Arabia - against the
common enemy, Iran. This alliance
is also of importance in connection
with the ethnic cleansing scenario.
The royal house of Saud is a longstanding enemy of the Hashemite
royal family of Jordan. Saudi
support in toppling the Jordanian
regime could be very valuable. As
a reward, the Saudis would replace

You may ask: if Netanyahu has
been so successful politically - as
indeed he has - what led to his (albeit
possibly temporary) downfall? The
answer in this parody of a Greek
tragedy lies in his faults of character.
He is not only repulsively avaricious
(which led to his little troubles with
the law), but also domineering and
unkind to subordinates who are not
prepared to be his lackeys. (There is
strong evidence that his meddlesome
missus, Sara, is even stingier and more
horrible to staff.) It is noteworthy
that the original instigator of the twoyear-long political crisis that ended
in Netanyahu’s downfall, Avigdor
Lieberman, used to be Netanyahu’s
personal assistant. His successor
as prime minister, Naftali Bennett,
was also a close helper, but was
repeatedly insulted by him in public.
A third pillar of the anti-Netanyahu
coalition, Gideon Sa’ar, is a defector
from Netanyahu’s Likud party, who
no doubt felt undervalued as Bibi’s
underling.
But the alliance forged by
his rightwing disaffected former
followers with an assortment of
unlike-minded partners cannot last
very long. So expect to hear about
Netanyahu’s return to office in the
not too distant future - provided he
can keep out of jail l

Notes
1. “French president Nicolas Sarkozy branded

Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu ‘a liar’
in a private conversation with US president Barack
Obama that was accidentally broadcast to journalists
during last week’s G20 summit in Cannes. ‘I cannot
bear Netanyahu - he’s a liar,’ Sarkozy told Obama,
unaware that the microphones in their meeting
room had been switched on, enabling reporters in
a separate location to listen in to a simultaneous
translation. ‘You’re fed up with him, but I have to
deal with him even more often than you,’ Obama
replied, according to the French interpreter” (Yann
le Guerniou, Reuters, November 8 2011).
2. www.badil.org/phocadownloadpap/Badil_docs/
bulletins-and-briefs/Bulletin-18.pdf.
3. www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/population-ofisrael-palestine-1553-present.
4. See I Shahak, ‘Memory of 1967 “ethnic
cleansing” fuels ideology of Golan settlers’
Washington report on Middle East affairs November
1992: www.wrmea.org/1992-november/memoryof-1967-ethnic-cleansing-fuels-ideology-of-golansettlers.html.
5. This was revealed in the minutes of
the Israeli cabinet dating from June 1967,
declassified 50 years later; see www.ynet.co.il/
articles/0,7340,L-4962794,00.html.
6. M van Creveld, ‘Sharon’s plan is to drive
Palestinians across the Jordan’ The Sunday
Telegraph April 28 2002.
7. www.jpost.com/Diplomacy-and-Politics/KingAbdullah-II-Jordan-will-never-be-Palestine.
8. M Shalev, ‘Use political opportunities: Netanyahu
recommends large-scale expulsions’ Jerusalem Post
November 19 1989.
9. Netanyahu: ‘This is how I broke the Oslo accords
with the Palestinians’, November 28 2010 (video at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-5hUG6Os68).
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Paralysis of ruling elite

The linkage between a frozen constitution, democratic decline and sexual rigidity is subtle yet powerful,
argues Daniel Lazare

A

lthough he is in his 60s,
Jeffrey Toobin still enjoys
masturbation. Even if it
is in the middle of an important
business call, one of America’s
most famous journalists apparently
cannot resist. But last October he
made a big mistake: he forgot to
turn his Zoom video off! Masha
Gessen, a fellow writer at the New
Yorker and a participant in the same
fatal call, said he could be seen
“lowering and raising his computer
camera, exposing and touching his
penis, and motioning an air-kiss to
someone other than his colleagues”,
as The New York Times put it.1 CNN
suspended him, so he could deal
“with a personal issue”, while The
New Yorker, where he had worked
for 27 years, fired him outright.
But now Toobin is easing his way
back into the limelight. The process
began last week with a grovelling
six-minute TV apology that was even
more embarrassing than the original
act. “This was deeply moronic and
indefensible,” he told CNN anchor
Alisyn Camerota on June 10. He
continued:
I have tried, and I’m trying now,
to say how sorry I am, sincerely,
in all seriousness. Above all, I am
sorry to my wife and to my family,
but I’m also sorry to the people on
the Zoom call. I’m sorry to my
former colleagues on The New
Yorker, I’m sorry to my current
- fortunately, still - colleagues at
CNN, and I’m sorry to the people
who read my work and thought I
was a better person than this.

A better person than what - someone
who in effect forgets to close the
bedroom door?
Toobin’s bizarre rehabilitation
says something about the American
mood and the growing stridency
among liberals and feminists, as the
Biden administration - the focus of
so much hope and longing - hits a
stone wall on Capitol Hill. It is one
of those moments when all the worst
characteristics of the United States the hypocrisy, the prudery, the greed,
the sheer dysfunctionality - comes
together in one shining package.
Toobin is presumably unknown
in Britain, but he is an ubiquitous
presence in the US - or, at least, was
prior to his Siberian exile. He is a
Harvard Law School graduate, the
author of five best-selling books,
has one of the best-known bylines
at The New Yorker, and is a star
legal commentator on the CNN TV
network.
Politically, he is the very model
of corporate orthodoxy - articulate,
self-confident, and never deviating
from the official line by more than an
inch. In 2013, he denounced Edward
Snowden - the man who exposed
massive cyber-espionage by the US
National Security Administration
- as “a grandiose narcissist who
belongs in prison”.2 In response
to complaints that the #MeToo
movement was unfairly targeting
white men, he snorted: “Every night
I cry myself to sleep over the fate of
white men in America. White men
have no power, white men - I mean,
it’s such garbage.”3
This is standard liberal dogma:
state secrets must be protected
and “white men” - workers and
capitalists alike - must give up their
“privileges”, so that America can
become even “more perfect” (to
quote the US constitution) than it

Jeffrey Toobin: an embarrassing accident, not a high crime
already is. Toobin cheered on special
prosecutor Robert Mueller and his
Russiagate investigation at a time
when relentless Trump-bashing was
sending CNN’s ratings through the
roof. But, when Mueller concluded
that he “did not find that the Trump
campaign or anyone associated with
it conspired or coordinated with
Russia”, Toobin assured viewers
that a finding of no collusion did not
necessarily mean that no collusion
had occurred. As he put it, “There’s
a world of difference between ‘no
evidence’ and not enough evidence
to bring an actual case.”4 So Trump
was still in bed with Vladimir Putin
even if there wasn’t enough material
at hand to warrant so much as an
indictment.
This is what top Democrats
like House intelligence committee
chairman Adam Schiff were saying
at the time, so Toobin was faithfully
toeing the party line. And, when
Trump used the word ‘lynching’ to
describe the Democratic outcry over
his decision to withhold an arms
shipment from Ukraine’s neo-Nazi
Azov Battalion, Toobin denounced
him as a racist, which was in keeping
with the Democratic line as well.
“There are thousands of people,
virtually all African-Americans, who
were lynched,” he said piously. “It’s
just grotesque that the president in
his self-absorption and ignorance,
tremendous ignorance of American
history, would invoke lynching
there.”5
Actually, the OED defines
lynching as the “action of subjecting
a person to a verbal or physical
attack; the publication of an attack
on a person, vilification”, so Trump’s
non-racial use of the term was hardly
incorrect. But certain words are
taboo in Toobin’s world, and this was
one of them.

Censoriousness

So the man is a prig who spews
neoliberal nonsense in order to
ingratiate himself with his corporate
masters and powerful Democrats which hardly makes him unique. But
then Toobin fell victim to the same
hysteria that he and other Democrats
had used against Trump. This is
what was so important about last
October’s Zoom call. It was not just
any call, but a call with the magazine
that had helped rev up the new
censoriousness to unprecedented
heights.
The story begins with Trump’s

inauguration in January 2017,
when thousands of angry women
descended on Washington in knitted
pink “pussyhats” in response to
the new president’s infamous 2005
comment that “when you’re a star
… you can do anything. Grab ’em
by the pussy. You can do anything.”
The New Yorker, dutifully outraged,
followed up a few months later with
an exposé by Ronan Farrow (son
of Mia Farrow and Woody Allen),
accusing
Hollywood
producer
Harvey Weinstein of engaging in
years of sexual harassment and
assault.6
#MeToo allegations exploded
from coast to coast. The New Yorker
turned up the volume yet again in
September 2018, when California
psychologist Christine Blasey Ford
accused Supreme Court nominee
Brett Kavanaugh of sexually
assaulting her at a high-school party
in 1982. Over the next four days,
it published a half-dozen articles
or more on its website, all seething
with righteous indignation. Gessen
called Ford’s testimony “credible
and moving”, another writer assailed
the “patriarchy” for “its politics of
resentment”, while a third attacked
Republicans for their “sexism,
misogyny and privilege”, because
they thought she was less than 100%
credible. Yet another staffer said
of Ford: “Her story is strikingly
similar to many other stories that
have emerged amid the #MeToo
movement’s frank accounting of
sexual assaults, containing, as it
does, alcohol, a party, physical force
...” If the #MeToo movement was
beyond criticism, then Ford was as
well.
Toobin also ridiculed anyone who
dared disagree. “This is sickening to
watch,” he said of Ford’s critics. “I’m
sorry. I just find this excruciating. I
mean, someone thinks this woman
is lying?”7 He added: “I think the
country is a lot more sexist and racist
than some of us acknowledge”8 - the
entire country, that is, rather than any
one particular class.
In fact, what Ford had to say about
Kavanaugh was no more convincing
than what liberals had to say about
Russian collusion, the other cause
célèbre of the Trump years. Ford
was certain that the future nominee
had attacked her when she was just
15. “Indelible in the hippocampus is
the laughter” of Kavanaugh and his
pals, she testified, quoting the title of
a song. But she was uncertain about

nearly everything else: the location
of the house in which the incident
occurred, how she got there, how
she travelled the half-dozen miles
back home, etc. In response to her
statement that she left immediately
after the attack, Leland Keyser, the
high-school chum who accompanied
her to the party, commented: “It
would be impossible for me to be the
only girl at a get-together with three
guys, have her leave, and then not
figure out how she’s getting home. I
just really didn’t have confidence in
the story.”
Other high-school classmates
discussed in a group chat how
to pressure Keyser, a recovered
alcoholic, into backing Ford’s
account. “Maybe one of you guys
who are friends with her can have a
heart to heart. I don’t care, frankly,
how fucked up her life is,” one texted.
Another suggested publicising
Keyser’s “addictive tendencies”,
adding: “Perhaps it makes sense to
let everyone in the public know what
her condition is.”9
That is called ‘suborning perjury’
in some quarters, yet CNN and
The New Yorker did not care what mattered was the Democratic
bourgeois-feminist agenda. It goes
without saying that ultra-sensational
attacks like these have nothing to do
with serious political analysis of the
US Supreme Court and the antiquated
18th century constitutional structure
behind it. Supreme Court justices
sit for life, they spend their days
scrutinising the entrails of a dead
document, and their decisions affect
every last aspect of daily existence.
Yet they are accountable to noone. Of this, Toobin and The New
Yorker said not a word. Their only
concern was with filling the court
with glorious liberal heroes like
the late Ruth Bader Ginsburg, as if
that would render the court any less
undemocratic.

Grave

Once Toobin ran afoul of the sex
police, the attitude at top corporate
levels was one of gravest possible
concern. “Please be assured that we
take such matters seriously and that
we are looking into it,” New Yorker
editor David Remnick declared
in announcing his suspension.
“We are committed to fostering an
environment where everyone feels
respected and upholds our standards
of conduct,” a corporate official said
a few weeks later when Conde Nast,
the magazine’s parent company,
announced that it was letting Toobin
go.
Respect - that is what capitalism
is all about, isn’t it? But, when CNN
- unwilling to lose such a valuable
property - signalled that it was time
for him to return to work, the new
priggery could not let go.
“Have you ever thought about
what it must have been like to be
on the receiving end of that Zoom
call?” CNN’s Camerota asked. NBC
News, CNN’s arch rival, sniffed that
by describing his act as a mistake,
Toobin was
able to avoid having to justify
his deliberate choices that were
calculated on the permissibility
and success of risk. Time and
again, what is apparent is that
people who look like Toobin white and male and heterosexual
and cisgender - are more able to
take risks not afforded to others.10

TV journalist Megin Kelly tweeted:
“There is not a woman alive who
could have done anything close to
what Jeffrey Toobin did (not that
one would) and kept her job. What a
disgusting, incestuous boys’ club. So
damned tired of it.”11
But Toobin did not intentionally
‘dis’ anyone, since it is clear he
thought his camera was off - an
all-to-easy error for Zoom users to
make. As to what it was like to be on
the receiving end, surely the mature
and responsible journalists Toobin
works with have put up with worse.
In arguing that Toobin got off lightly
because he is male, what is Megyn
Kelly suggesting - that he should
hang by the neck until dead?
“Despite what may be presented
as sincerity and remorse,” added a
Pennsylvania-based group known
as the National Sexual Violence
Resource Center, “in many ways
these public-facing apologies don’t
focus on harmful behaviours and
their impact, and instead focus on
humanising the person who has
caused harm.” Even though Toobin’s
inadvertent self-exposure was in no
sense an act of violence, his apology
evidently makes him more guilty
rather than less.
What stands out about such
remarks is the utter absence of
anything resembling a sense of
humour. Instead of giggling,
snickering or elbowing one another
in the ribs - all of which would
be perfectly healthy under the
circumstances - the approach is grim
and unforgiving. Sigmund Freud
described laughter as “a relaxation
of tension” and “a release from
constraint” and added: “Humour is
not resigned; it is rebellious.”12
If so, then what the Toobin affair
shows is that tensions are mounting
in the liberal establishment - even
as it grows more resigned to its
fate and more intolerant of anyone
who dares rebel. It is no surprise,
given that Biden’s ‘new New Deal’
is essentially dead on Capitol Hill,
thanks to the Senate filibuster, that
America’s longest war is facing
disaster in Afghanistan, and that US
power in general is on the wane.
The linkage between a frozen
constitution, democratic decline
and sexual rigidity is subtle yet
powerful. The American ruling elite
is increasingly paralysed in the face
of a growing imperial crisis, so all
it can do is pick on Jeffrey Toobin
instead l

Notes
1. nytimes.com/2020/12/15/style/jeffrey-toobin-

zoom.html.
2. nytimes.com/2013/08/26/business/media/war-onleaks-is-pitting-journalist-vs-journalist.html.
3. youtube.com/watch?v=Rt3U1GwEtIg.
4. washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/03/27/
did-mueller-really-find-no-evidence-trump-russiacollusion.
5. cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/10/22/trumplynching-tweet-toobin-impeachment-inquirynewday-vpx.cnn.
6. newyorker.com/news/news-desk/from-aggressiveovertures-to-sexual-assault-harvey-weinsteinsaccusers-tell-their-stories.
7. newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/christineblasey-ford-brett-kavanaugh-and-the-deathof-dignity-in-politics; thehill.com/homenews/
media/408763-toobin-on-kavanaugh-accusersickening-that-anyone-could-consider-this-false.
8. cnn.com/videos/politics/2018/09/27/kavanaughford-allegations-trump-press-conference-sexismtoobin-sot-vpx.cnn.
9. washingtonexaminer.com/news/just-didnt-makeany-sense-leland-keyser-now-challenges-story-ofkavanaugh-accuser-christine-blasey-ford.
10. nbcnews.com/think/opinion/jeffrey-toobin-scnn-return-after-zoom-call-was-class-ncna1270566.
11. twitter.com/megynkelly/
status/1403131129218093056.
12. See Freud’s Jokes and their relation to the
unconscious (1905) and Humour (1928).
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ITALY

A post-Covid-19 reckoning

Despite the presence of social democrats in his government, Mario Draghi is more than willing to preside
over an anti-working class offensive, writes Toby Abse

M

ario
Draghi’s
‘national
unity’ government - whose
main political components
are the Partito Democratico (PD),
Movimento Cinque Stelle (M5S), the
Lega and Forza Italia - has begun the
attack on the organised working class
that I predicted when it was sworn in
back in February.
The two most obvious examples
are the ‘Simplification’ decree that
Draghi’s cabinet endorsed on May
28, and the forthcoming end of the
Covid-related block on sackings that
was announced a few days earlier.1
However, the general drift towards
a ruthless neoliberal approach was
obvious from late April, when
a rather reckless and premature
decision was taken to proceed
with a gradual reopening of bars,
restaurants, shopping centres, gyms,
sports grounds, cinemas and so forth
(virtually everything apart from
discos, whose previous reopening
had proved so fatal in August 2020).
This was despite the fact that the
infection and death rates were still
much higher than those of the UK at
that time, and the percentage of the
population that had been vaccinated
was much lower than in the UK, US
or Israel.
This phased lifting of Covidrelated restrictions was presented as
a “reasonable risk”, but what was
never openly admitted by Draghi and
his allies in the mainstream media
was that the loss of thousands more,
largely elderly, lives2 was regarded
as a price worth paying to increase
the profits of the industrialists and,
it has to be added, of those vocal
sections of the petty bourgeoisie
whose ever-more tumultuous street
protests and occasional outright
defiance of restrictions on the
reopening of restaurants, etc were
being encouraged by the Lega whose leader, Matteo Salvini, had
openly aligned himself with ‘no
mask’ extremists in summer 2020.
Roberto Speranza, the left social
democratic Liberi e Uguali (LeU)
health minister, has always tried to
act as a restraining influence on the
more extreme advocates of rapid
reopening - the contrast with the
UK’s callous and totally incompetent
health minister, Matt Hancock, could
not be more marked. Although
Speranza received some degree of
backing from most of the PD and M5S
ministers, the Lega, Forza Italia and
Draghi’s hand-picked technocratic
ministers in charge of the economy,
infrastructure, ecological transition
and digital transition did their best to
undermine him.3
Draghi eventually made a public
statement (probably an insincere one)
supporting Speranza, when the Lega
- which Draghi was so eager to get
inside his government in February
- joined the neo-fascist opposition
party Fratelli d’Italia (FdI) in calling
for the health minister’s immediate
resignation. However, Draghi had
done a great deal to weaken him
by very abruptly sacking two key
officials, who had done an enormous
amount to help Speranza during
the earlier phase of the epidemic
when Giuseppe Conte was prime
minister. Domenico Arcuri, who had
long experience in managing statecontrolled industries, was replaced
as commissar for the pandemic
emergency by general Francesco
Paolo Figliulo, who allegedly had
considerable experience in army
logistics. During his daily inspections
of vaccination centres and the

After lockdown there comes the assault on jobs and conditions
like, the general always wears full
army uniform, including a rather
ridiculous feathered hat, emblematic
of his regiment. At any rate in Italy,
Figliulo’s every word is treated with
reverence by establishment papers
like Repubblica and Corriere della
Sera, and only the pro-M5S Il Fatto
Quotidiano mockingly dubs him ‘The
Generalissimo’.

Simplification

However, such obvious stupidity was
unlikely to get Figliulo sacked, given
that Draghi’s judgement would have
been in question if the Generalissimo
had shared the fate which the
neoliberal prime minister has in mind
for so many blameless Italian workers
from July.
Before discussing the imminent
wave of mass redundancies and the
reaction of the trade unions, I will say
something about the ‘Simplification’
decree. This is very closely linked to
the ‘National Recovery and Resilience
Plan’, as it is officially known. The
recovery plan is based on the money
Conte secured for Italy at the July 2020
European Union summit, in the face
of sustained and intense opposition
from the ‘Frugal Five’ (Denmark,
Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands and
Austria4), and more covert resistance
by the Germans.5 Conte was only
able to get this money, which will be
secured by marketing a version of the
very euro bonds that the Bundesbank
had opposed for years, by building a
coalition of Mediterranean countries
that included France.6
This alliance with the French must
be seen as a considerable diplomatic
achievement by Conte, given not
just the traditionally dominant
Franco-German axis in the EU, but
also the way that Luigi di Maio, the
foreign minister in the second Conte
government, had, during his period
as joint deputy prime minister under
Conte’s first administration, done his
best to alienate the French government
in 2019 by publicly consorting with
the most extreme rightwing elements
among the Gilets Jaunes.
Since the July 2020 EU summit,
the proportion of the recovery fund
allocated to Italy seems to have
shrunk slightly from the original
$206 billion. More significantly, a
number of cast-iron conditions have
crept in - not just in terms of the
speed with which Italy must spend
the money, but also a number of
‘reforms’ Italy must implement in
order to receive the grants and loans
involved. The latter include a demand
by the EU Commission for more
deregulation. This to some extent
explains the ‘Simplification’ decree
and the uglier provisions it contains.
Although Conte himself did come up

with an earlier version of that decree,
commentators interested in workers’
rights, environmental protection or
both all regard Draghi’s version as
even worse.
Since Conte spent his last months
in office completely bogged down
in fighting a losing battle against
Matteo Renzi’s treachery, it is hard
to judge whether he would in other
circumstances have made more of a
stand against neoliberal fanaticism,
since he comes from the very quarters
(Frugal Five, right wing of CDU/
CSU) that opposed the very idea of
the recovery plan in July 2020. But
perhaps he might have done so, given
his reliance on Nicola Zingaretti’s
social democratic wing of the PD,
and the left social democrats of
Roberto Speranza’s LeU. In any
event, Draghi, as the man behind all
the Italian privatisations of the 1990s,
and the co-author - with the outgoing
head of the European Central Bank,
Jean-Claude Trichet - of the notorious
August 2011 letter to the Italian
government stuffed with neoliberal
demands, was only too happy to
deregulate.
The
‘Simplification’
decree
removes
many
environmental
safeguards, and has recently been
attacked by both the Italian Greens
and Legambiente (Environmental
League) - Italy’s main environmental
pressure group - for doing so.
Whilst this sort of environmental
deregulation does in itself put
workers’ health and safety at risk since any chemical pollution of the
air, soil and water supply is likely to
have very adverse effects on workers,
whether in their workplace or in
their places of residence (the latter
are all too often near oil refineries,
steelworks, chemical plants and the
like), it is the decree’s provisions
about sub-contracting that have given
rise to most trade union concerns.

Mass sackings?

Although pressure from the main
trade union confederations - the
CGIL, CISL and UIL - in the last days
before the May 28 cabinet meeting,
which finalised the terms of the
decree, secured some concessions
- particularly the removal of the
provision that said contracts had to be
awarded to the contender that offered
the lowest possible price, regardless
of other considerations - the decree
is still full of potential hazards.7 It is
bad enough that the legal limit on the
proportion of the total contract that
can be awarded to subcontractors
will now rise from 40% to 50% for
the time being, but what is worse is
that from October 31 there will be no
limit.
Obviously, even if the Italian

government speeds up the tendering
process to ensure that the first
tranche of EU cash arrives this
summer, the bulk of the contracting
and subcontracting is bound to
occur after October 31. This
change is in accordance with a
recent - and absolutely appalling
- EU Commission decree on
subcontracting. Some safeguards
for workers’ rights - such as subcontractors having to pay the same
salary as the original contractors,
and having to conform to nationally
recognised wage rates for the relevant
sector - have now been inserted into
Draghi’s ‘Simplification’ decree,
but how enforceable they will be is
another matter.
Apart from the likelihood of
subcontractors paying lower wages,
forcing workers to work longer
hours and demanding an intensified
work rate, regardless of health and
safety, there is another danger that,
whilst not unknown elsewhere
in sectors like construction, is
particularly prevalent in Italy. This
is that subcontractors could easily be
a front for organised crime groups,
particularly the Sicilian Mafia and
the Calabrian Ndrangheta. Needless
to say, this point has been made very
forcefully by anti-Mafia associations
in civil society, such as Libera, but
Draghi’s cabinet - or more accurately
its key members in charge of the
recovery plan - seem to be turning a
blind eye to it.
Given that such criminal groups
have a record, going back many
decades, of killing particularly militant
trade unionists and intimidating the
workforce of any company they
control, it is now quite possible
that a fair proportion of legally
employed workers would be in no
stronger position than the hundreds of
thousands of illegal immigrants who
supply the bulk of the agricultural
labour force in the fruit and vegetable
sector in Sicily and the south.
The lifting of the block on
sackings after June 30 now seems
almost certain. The main trades union
confederations had called for the kind
of extension that Conte had granted
them on a number of occasions during
the Covid pandemic, in the belief (or
hope) that by October 31 a general
reform of Italian welfare benefits
would have cushioned workers who
had lost both Covid-related layoff pay
(Cassa Integrazione) and any chance
of returning to their old jobs. The
PD labour minister, Andrea Orlando,
who belongs to the party’s social
democratic wing, had attempted to
devise a compromise, which, while
not giving the unions as much as
they wanted, would have at least
protected workers until August 28.
Orlando’s scheme would have cost
the employers nothing, since the
state would have continued to have
borne the full burden of paying the
Covid-related layoff pay, provided the
employers undertook not to sack the
workers before August 28, and thus to
theoretically keep their jobs open for
the time being.
Orlando brought the proposal to
a Cabinet meeting, which endorsed
it, and Draghi gave no indication
of dissent from this decision at his
subsequent press conference, at
which Orlando explained it in public.
Then the daily paper of Confindustria,
the Italian CBI - Il Sole 24 (roughly
the equivalent of the UK’s Financial
Times) - ran a front page with the
headline, ‘Orlando’s deceit’, and
the myth was created that Orlando

had somehow sprung the idea on his
colleagues - or inserted it into a decree
behind their backs.
What became clear within a
week was that the EU Commission,
including the former PD prime
minister of Italy, and current EU
economics commissioner, Paolo
Gentiloni, was right behind the
Confindustria. It published a document
singling out Italy for attack over its
Covid-related block on sackings over
the last 15 months. The trade union
confederations have nonetheless
continued to call for an extension of
the block until October 31, and have
lobbied what they assume to be the
two most sympathetic of the major
parties within Draghi’s coalition:
namely the M5S and PD.
Whilst the unions have the full
support of Speranza and all the
left social democrats of LeU, such
solidarity has only a symbolic
importance. Although immediately
after a meeting with the union
leaders M5S seemed to back an
extension of the block - which,
after all, is clearly associated with
Giuseppe Conte’s second premiership
- after a subsequent meeting with
Confindustria’s leaders they appeared
to back down. At the moment of
writing, they seem to support an
extension until September 1.
Whilst a meeting between PD
secretary Enrico Letta and the union
leaders came to a premature end
when the unexpected news of the
sudden death of Gugliemo Epifani,
a former CGIL general secretary,
was announced, Letta’s subsequent
comments suggest that the most he
will push for is a continuing block
on sackings in certain limited sectors,
such as textiles, shoe manufacture
and fashion, where the employers
acknowledge greater economic
difficulties.
It ought to be pointed out that the
decree (Sostegni B), within which the
June 30 deadline is contained is only
due for parliamentary discussion in
mid-July, so that even if parliament
eventually amends it to reinstate the
block in certain sectors for a limited
period, ruthless employers will have a
wonderful window of opportunity to
carry out mass sackings l

Notes
1. The previous prime minister, Giuseppe Conte, had
extended this block several times under trade union
pressure, which was one of the main reasons why
Confindustria (The Italian CBI) was so eager to see
his government brought down.
2. The daily death rate on May 28 was still 126.
While it fell below 100 on most occasions in late
May/early June, for many days after the lifting of
restrictions it was still 300 or more.
3. Andrea Orlando, the social democratic PD
minister of labour, and Dario Franceschini, the PD
culture minister, were more reliable allies within the
cabinet than the ‘ex-Renzian’ and rabidly Atlanticist
PD defence minister, Lorenzo Guerini.
4. It is worth noting that a number of these
governments are led by nominal Social Democrats,
but they are as vehemently opposed to any
egalitarian redistribution mechanism within the EU
as their more openly rightist Dutch and Austrian
counterparts.
5. Angela Merkel’s decision to address an EU
summit earlier in the year, at which such proposals
were first mooted (in German, rather than in the
English that has become the EU’s lingua franca), is
a clear indication that German nationalist reluctance
to move towards EU-wide fiscal federalism is not
the exclusive domain of that wing of the CDU/CSU
that looks towards the AfD rather than the SPD as
allies in the near future.
6. My point here is that the so-called PIGS
(Portugal, Italy, Greece and Spain) would have had
no chance of shifting the Germans without French
help.
7. Although Maurizio Landini, the general secretary
of the leftwing CGIL, was prepared to threaten the
Draghi government with a general strike against the
original version, his more moderate counterparts in
charge of the CISL and UIL were lukewarm about
this idea and cannot be depended on in any potential
future strike designed to extract further concessions.
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SUMMIT

From G7 to D11

Carbis Bay was more about creating a US-led anti-Chinese alliance than vaccinating
the world or saving the planet, maintains Eddie Ford

B

efore the G7 dignities came to
Cornwall, the Financial Times
rather dramatically declared
that the summit was “the west’s
last chance to lead” (June 7). Boris
Johnson would get the opportunity to
“counteract any lingering impression
that he is a cynical lightweight”
more interested in cheap slogans like
“Global Britain” than providing real
leadership, and the G7 countries must
take “bold initiatives” on climate and
Covid - like donating more vaccines
to the developing world before
they have achieved near-complete
vaccination at home.
Given these criteria, we can only
assume that the FT leader writer
must be feeling disappointed. The
G7’s final communiqué triggered a
chorus of criticism from ecological
campaigners, anti-poverty groups
and many others - rightly angered by
the fact the rich nations’ club failed
to match the scale of the challenges
facing the world. Rather, for all
the hype, it seemed more or less
business as usual. No early timetable
to eradicate coal-fired emissions.
No green Marshall Plan that some
reports had trailed. No ambitious
plan to vaccinate the world. Boris
Johnson failed to shed his image of
a buffoon and chancer. Nothing but
a complete mismatch between words
and deeds.
You could argue that, even on its
own terms, the G7 club of ‘imperialist
democracies’ is an outdated or
anachronistic institution, whose
purpose has become increasingly
unclear over the years. The core
seven countries (the US, UK, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan and Canada)
first met in the 1970s and when the
Soviet bureaucracy imploded, the
Russian Federation was invited to
join the club as a sort of reward.
But the RF was booted out after
it annexed Crimea in 2014, which
the western media unanimously
portrayed - showing its usual lack of
historical imagination - as a sinister
example of Russian revanchism akin
to Hitler and the Munich agreement a notion which too many on the left
stupidly bought into.
Today the G7 represents a
declining share of the world
economy. In the 1970s the G7
nations accounted for some 80% of
the world gross domestic product,
but that is now down to about
40%. When the global financial
crisis struck in 2008, the Bush
administration convened the first
ever G20 summit to deal with the
emergency. Membership of the G20
consists of 19 individual countries
(such as China, Russia, Brazil, India,
South Africa) plus the European
Union, which is represented by the
European Commission and by the
European Central Bank - telling you a
lot. For some, the success of the G20
in organising concerted international
action to avert a complete global
meltdown seemed to confirm that
the G7’s moment had passed - it was
too small. What was the point of
it? There was even speculation that
the group might never meet again,
with Donald Trump pouring endless
derision upon it. But, as Joe Biden
said in a press conference following
the Cornish summit, America is
“back at the table” - signalling his
determination to push back against
Moscow and especially Beijing.
For the Biden administration, the
necessity of creating a US-led anti-

Leaders and their leader
Chinese alliance gives the G7 a
renewed reason to exist - it has a
purpose again.

Pledges

Anyway, what were the key pledges?
The G7 committed over the next 12
months to secure a further one billion
vaccines, with half of that coming
from the US and 100 million from
Britain. The US has already donated
$2 billion (£1.4 billion) to Covax,
the UN-backed scheme charged
with distributing vaccines, and in
February, the Biden administration
pledged $2 billion more. But the
donation is far short of the number
of shots needed to fully vaccinate
poorer nations. Moreover, the plan
does not address distribution gaps
that could make it difficult to deliver
doses, nor is there any timetable to
act. In fact, when analysed closer,
many of the ‘commitments’ were not
new.
And the whole issue of
intellectual property waivers was
totally fudged, despite demands from
100 poorer countries for precisely
such a deal that would transfer
vaccine technology to them. Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, the head of
the World Health Organisation, was
not impressed by the vaccine pledge.
To truly end the pandemic, he said, 11
billion doses are needed to vaccinate
70% of the world’s population by
mid-2022 - “We need more and we
need them faster.”
For example, less than 1% of
sub-Saharan Africa has been fully
vaccinated. With a population of
1.3 billion, Africa as a whole has
received just 41 million of the
2.5 billion ordered doses. At this
rate, says Unicef, it could be 2024
before western levels of vaccination
are reached, if at all - a disastrous
situation. The G7 also failed to
make a clear decision on the use of
$100 billion from the International
Monetary Fund’s reserves to help
boost supplies and reduce the
borrowing costs of vulnerable
countries. The summit did not spell
out the terms and conditions of this,
begging the question of whether
the poorer countries would actually
benefit from such a scheme.
So much for Boris Johnson’s presummit promise to “vaccinate the
entire world” - just the usual bluster
and empty boosterism. He cannot
even deal with the virus at home,
never mind the world, as shown
by the postponing of ‘Freedom
Day’ and the continued spread of
the ‘Johnson variant’ - with some
scientists warning of 40,000 possible
deaths in the summer.1
As for climate change, the G7
agreed to “step up action” and

renewed a previous pledge - from
2009 - to raise $100 billion a
year by 2020 to help the poorer
countries move away from coal and
cut emissions. “We commit to …
halving our collective emissions over
the two decades to 2030, increasing
and improving climate finance to
2025 and to conserve or protect at
least 30% of our land and oceans by
2030,” read the communiqué. But,
once again, these vague ‘promises’
lacked any details and firm cash
commitments were missing. With
the rich nations refusing to put their
money where their mouth is, you
do not have to be Nostradamus to
suspect that the $100 billion a year
by 2025 will never materialise either.
The G7 leaders go on to say
in the communiqué that they will
work together to challenge China’s
“non-market economic practices”
and to call on Beijing to “respect
human rights” in Xinjiang and Hong
Kong. When it comes to the latter,
that means those “rights, freedoms
and high degree of autonomy”, as
enshrined in the Sino-British Joint
Declaration and the Basic Law.
Additionally, the G7 underscored
“the importance of peace and stability
across the Taiwan Strait” and called
for “the peaceful resolution of crossStrait issues”. They also called for a
“timely, transparent, expert-led and
science-based” investigation into
the causes of Covid, convened by
the World Health Organisation and
including China - which seems like
an attempt to keep alive the dubious
theory that Covid-19 originated in a
Wuhan lab.
In a statement, the White
House declared that the US and
G7 “remain deeply concerned
by the use of all forms of forced
labour in global supply chains,
including state-sponsored forced
labour of vulnerable groups and
minorities and supply chains of
the agricultural, solar and garment
sectors - the main supply chains of
concern in Xinjiang”. This needs
to be understood in the context of a
coordinated propaganda campaign
by the US and its satraps trying to
convince us that the Chinese state
is committing ‘genocide’ against the
Uyghurs - a blatantly false claim.
Indeed, by any rational standards, it
is crazy.

Protocol

It is fair to say that Boris Johnson
did not have a good summit - dogged
throughout by the never-ending issue
of Brexit and the Northern Ireland
protocol. He made a pretence at
gravitas by signing a new US-UK
Atlantic charter, modelled on the
historic statement made by Churchill

and Roosevelt on the post-war world
order - a silly stunt which fell flat. In
another attempt to put his stamp on
the conference, Johnson invited the
leaders of Australia, South Korea,
South Africa and India to participate
in the G7 so as build a “D11”
alliance of capitalist democracies,
mainly directed against China. But it
had no real impact, even if bashing
China was the only consistent thread
to the summit.
Frustratingly for the British
prime minister, what many people
will probably remember the most is
the spat with the French president
over the status of Northern Ireland.
The Daily Telegraph reported that
Johnson had tried to explain his
frustration over the current impasse
regarding the protocol by asking
Emmanuel Macron what he would
do if sausages from Toulouse could
not be moved to Paris. He replied by
saying that the comparison did not
work because Paris and Toulouse
were both part of the same country
- the obvious inference being that
Northern Ireland was not part of
United Kingdom. Dominic Raab,
the foreign secretary, described such
a suggestion as “offensive” and
Boris Johnson brusquely remarked
that he needed EU leaders to “get
it into their heads” that “the UK is
a single country, a single territory”.
The background to the dispute, as
most readers will know, is that from
the end of this month a grace period
on an EU prohibition on the sale of
chilled meats (including sausages)
imported from outside the bloc is
due to come to end as part of the
protocol - primarily designed to get
round the contradictions of Brexit
and prevent the restoration of a
hard border on the island of Ireland.
Naturally, the press love to call this
the “sausage war”. The EU is also
extremely unhappy that the UK has
not met its promises to implement
checks on goods entering Northern
Ireland, which is clearly set out in
the protocol.
Last week, Johnson insisted he
would do “whatever it takes” to
protect Northern Ireland’s status
within the UK - like unilaterally
extending the grace period or
invoking article 16 to suspend the
protocol altogether. There is little
doubt that the EU would retaliate
swiftly to such action, launching a
possible trade war by slapping tariffs
on various products. Crucially, the
Biden administration is essentially
taking the side of the EU - worried
that any unilateral action by the
British government would inflame
tensions and endanger the USbrokered Good Friday agreement.
More generally, the White House
views Brexit as a folly from
beginning to end - rendering the UK
a less useful asset than it used to be.
But Macron’s comment touches
upon a truth. Is Belfast British like
Birmingham, Bristol or London?
Boris Johnson cannot forever duck
responsibility for implementing
a hard Brexit and then signing an
agreement that puts a regulatory
border right down the Irish Sea,
effectively separating Northern
Ireland from the British mainland l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/coviddeaths-summer-wave-warning-b1865736.html.

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism - a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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Low turnout
will amount
to a no
confidence
vote

Highlights of ‘democracy’

Not only are the candidates useless: the pundits are worse. Yassamine Mather reports on the presidential
election campaign, as it enters its closing straight

T

he most depressing side of
watching the third TV debate
between
the
remaining
candidates in Iran’s presidential
elections on June 18 and the
analyses and comments both inside
and outside the country is not the
absence of any trace of democracy.
It is not the fact that royalists and
supporters of Donald Trump are the
least qualified to talk about elections
anywhere in the world. It is not the
fact that those who had previously
called for support for ‘reformist’
candidates have suddenly realised
that in Iran’s Islamic Republic
parliamentary and presidential
elections are not democratic at all,
even by bourgeois standards - as
they are ‘managed’, with candidates
vetted by an unelected combination
of senior clerics in the Guardian
Council and the supreme leader, Ali
Khamenei.
What is depressing are the
illusions of not just the contenders,
but mainly the pundits. They clearly
believe all the propaganda coming
from western media outlets and do
not read or listen to anything beyond
the superficial assertions made by
the latter. That is why they think
corruption, nepotism and economic
incompetence are exclusive to
dictatorships in the third world.
Even when it comes to the Middle
East, they buy wholeheartedly
into the propaganda coming from
imperialist, Saudi and Zionist
sources - probably an inevitable
consequence of their distrust of the
regime.
Candidates and pundits all blame
president Hassan Rouhani and his
team for the lack of contingency
plans to deal with a possible
withdrawal of the United States
from the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA - the ‘Iran
nuclear deal’) under Donald Trump
and his subsequent efforts to impose
new sanctions. Yet they seem to be
oblivious to the fact that in the next
four years - the duration of the term
of the future president of Iran - we
will witness far more uncertainty
than during Trump’s presidency.
We are entering a very dangerous
and unpredictable time for the third
world and the Middle East.
First and foremost will be the
issue of the unjust but predictable
distribution of Covid vaccines,
as the recent G7 meeting
acknowledged. Then we have the
drive by western states, led by the
Biden administration, to espouse
neo-Keynesian economic policies
- spending huge sums on post-war
like reconstruction inside their
own borders, but ignoring global
poverty. It goes without saying that
no developing country can match
such expenditure, thus increasing
the already huge gap between
advanced industrial countries and
the developing world. Given the
political and economic uncertainty,
exacerbated by Covid, investment
in the third world will be the last
item on the agenda of global capital,

There were seven. Now there are just four
even if a rightwing, pro-west
government (led by royalists, proSaudis or pro-Israelis) were to come
to power in Iran.
The majority of Iranians - young
and old, pro-regime and antiregime, have been indoctrinated by
the western propaganda of recent
decades: there is no alternative
and only one solution: neoliberal
capitalism. That seemed to be true
until recently, but now it seems
that the major western economies
have no alternative but to follow
Keynesian policies. However, in
the third world, major debt, the lack
of reserves and in the case of Iran
severe sanctions leave very little
room for manoeuvre. Yet in the
midst of this election/boycott fever
that has engulfed the country no-one
seems to be paying any attention to
the dramatic changes in the current
global situation.

Debate

The last TV debate - apparently the
most ‘exciting’ of the three that have
been held - took place on Saturday
June 12 and I managed to watch all
of it, as well as noting many of the
subsequent comments by pundits
from both inside and outside Iran.
First, on a generally agreed
position: all the candidates bar one, as
well as ‘analysts’ and commentators,
agree that Iran’s future relies on the
US lifting sanctions and returning
to the JCPOA, thus ‘paving the way
for better relations with the US and
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the west’. Ebrahim Raisi, who is
said to be the preferred candidate
of both the supreme leader and the
Guardian Council, reiterated his
commitment to ensuring a return to
the nuclear deal. I might be wrong,
but the current stalling of the talks
in Vienna could be due to the belief
of the US administration that a more
lasting, reliable deal is possible
with Raisi (however close to the
supreme leader he is) than with
current foreign minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif and his deputy, Abbas
Araghchi, who are currently heading
Iran’s negotiations in the nuclear
talks in Vienna, but have always
had considerable difficulty inside
the country convincing conservative
factions of the necessary measures.
US secretary of state Antony Blinken
has made it clear that the ultimate
decision about the nuclear deal is
down to the supreme leader. He
and Biden might prefer talking with
someone closer to the organ-grinder
- hence the current stalling.
During Saturday’s debate the
‘reformist’, Abdolnaser Hemmati,
pointed out that Iran’s trade partners,
including China and the Shia state in
Iraq, cannot pay Iran what they owe,
as they are fearful of US sanctions and
the subsequent penalties. Ebrahim
Raisi and the other conservative
candidates (with the exception of
Alireza Zakani (a supporter of former
president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
who no-one takes seriously) did
not disagree with Hemmati on this

issue. Raisi also confirmed he will
pursue a policy aimed at rejoining
the Financial Action Task Force (on
money-laundering). These measures
will apparently help fulfil his 50
economic promises, which include
creating one million jobs per year
and reducing inflation to single
figures by 2025.
However, while Raisi claims
he will end the corrupt relations
deriving from a rentier state
structure, his opponents point out
that as the current chief justice, who
heads the judiciary, he has been in a
position to deal with the matter, but
has so far failed to do so. Abdolnaser
Hemmati’s own programme talks
of downsizing the government, the
expansion of capital markets and
independence for the Central Bank
of Iran.
During the third debate all the
candidates accused each other of
covering up, and therefore being
implicated in, massive corruption
cases. Hemmati displayed an
envelope containing the names of a
group of 11 major stakeholders who
regularly interfere in the economic
decisions of the country to support
their own corrupt interests. He
challenged Raisi to read out the
names, but the latter did not respond.
As of June 16, the official
‘reformist’ camp has not endorsed
either of the two candidates
associated with their tendency,
although senior ‘reformist’ figures
have issued statements or tweets

on the elections. They fall into two
categories: those who say that these
are not elections worthy of any
participation; and those who have
endorsed voting for a particular
candidate.
Ayatollah
Mehdi
Karroubi, one of the leaders of the
‘green’ movement, says he will vote
for Hemmati, while Gholamhossein
Karbaschi - general secretary of
the centre-right Executives of
Construction, of which Hemmati is a
member - has also urged voting for
the former central bank governor.
Ayatollah Mohammad Khatami,
the first ‘reformist’ president, is
urging Iranians to vote to defend
the ‘republic’ element of the Islamic
regime. While Mir Hossein Mousavi,
who was prime minister for most
of the 80s, has contented himself
with issuing a very unclear general
statement, his comments have been
interpreted as a call both to vote and
to boycott the election. As in 2009
- when he failed to give any clear
leadership to the tens of thousands
who were on the streets of major
Iranian cities, protesting against
the results of a presidential election
they believed he had won - he is
incapable of giving a straight answer
to any question. We can sympathise
with the fact that he has been under
house arrest for many years, but
many of his supporters have suffered
long jails sentences, some have lost
their lives. Yet even 11 years after
the 2009 election he contested,
Moussavi cannot come up with a
clear statement on this Friday’s poll.
Former leftwingers who now
support the ‘reformist’ factions
of the Islamic Republic have also
picked up the argument about saving
the ‘republic’, as opposed to the
‘Islamic’ in the state’s name even
though it is absolutely clear that
electing a president in a Shia state,
where the main authority is called
the ‘supreme leader’, has nothing to
do with republicanism. Of course, if
Raisi wins there will be an uproar by
‘human rights activists’ and western
governments about his role in the
mass execution of political prisoners
in the 1980s.
They will be right to condemn
him. But let us not forget that those
western governments have very
selective memories when it comes
to those responsible for executions
of political opponents. It all comes
down to whether the person
responsible is a friend or a foe l
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